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Abstract
Micro contact printing is a high spatial resolution-patterning tool that can be used for
printing on large and non-planar surfaces because of which it has begun to find important
applications in printed organic electronics and fiber optics. However, problems like
achieving precise alignment and registration, air bubble trapping and low production rate
still remain unresolved. The goal of this thesis is to conceptualize and implement a low
cost solution to these problems to be used by a nano-technology based company in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. In this dissertation, we first present an extensive literature
review of soft lithography techniques, focusing more on micro-contact printing and
critical factors for taking this technology from laboratory to commercial production. We
then introduce another printing technique called flexography and discuss how this
method when combined with micro contact printing can help in overcoming the above
stated limitations and at the same time achieve high throughput rate at low cost. We
propose a Flexography style micro contact printing mechanism with rotating cylindrical
stamps enabling reel to reel processing. Finally, results from the experiments conducted
to study the effect of parameters like ink concentration, speed and pressure on the print
quality are documented.
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Chapter 1
Overview of the Thesis Work
The potential rise of the Printed Organic Electronics industry serves as the fundamental
motivation behind much of the work described in this thesis. Micro-Contact Printing is
undoubtedly one of the enablers of printed electronics due to its ability to print micro-
and nano scale features at a low cost [8,9]. This process, combined with the low cost and
high throughput printing technology such as Flexography, can create a new wave in the
electronics manufacturing industry by providing a potential means of mass producing
organic electronics for less sophisticated applications. This thesis elucidates the
transformation in the cost structure and cycle times that can be achieved through this
union.
1.1 Introduction
Until recent times, Inorganic Silicon, Gallium Arsenide semiconductors, Silicon dioxide
insulators and Aluminum and Copper conductors have been the dominant choice of
materials in the semiconductor industry. However, chemists around the world are now
involved in a growing research effort to improve the semi-conducting, conducting and
light-emitting properties of Organic materials (Polymers, Oligomers) and their hybrids
(Organic-Inorganic Composites) through novel synthesizing methods and self-assembling
techniques[1].
Organic Electronics are particularly appealing for less sophisticated applications such as
RFID tags, Organic batteries, disposable sensors, smart packaging as well as some logic
components. Such a market would require these products to be manufactured at a low
cost and have a high throughput. Conventional Semiconductor manufacturing processes
therefore become inappropriate choices as they fail to meet these cost and throughput
requirements.
A promising solution exists in the printing industry. The reason for this is three fold. First
is compatibility of the properties of Organic electronics with printing technologies.
Organic Substances,
e Have the potential for deployment as Inks that enable printing of electronic
circuitry
e Do not rely on thin film growth to achieve control over the crystal and electronic
structure of materials introduces an unprecedented freedom in the choice of
substrates used for device fabrication. For the first time the use of flexible
substrates becomes possible [2].
Ink and flexible substrates are the backbone to the printing industry.
Second is high throughput of printing technologies relative to semiconductor
manufacturing processes. And third is, low capital expenditure because Organic
electronics do not require ultrahigh vacuum or a complex equipment intensive clean room
processing [2].
Therefore, a potential transition from the traditional subtractive process involving growth
of films and selective etching, semiconductor technology [3] can now migrate to a
simplified additive manufacturing method based on the selective transfer of structures of
the desired geometry.
1.2 Objectives
The main objective of our project was to design a working prototype machine that
marries the science of Micro-Contact' printing with the technology of Flexographic2
printing in order to achieve a reel-to-reel printing of substrates. This means printing
Micro-Scale patterns with a feature size of the order of 10pm at a throughput rate of up to
10 feet per minute.
1.3 Approach
In order to achieve our objectives we developed a system that essentially mimics a
flexography printing press. Our initial thought process and design concept is illustrated in
Fig 1.3. As shown in the figure, the prototype machine consists of three rolls as described
below:
e Inking Roll: This roll rotates in an anticlockwise direction over an ink bath. It is in
mesh with the stamp roll and has two functions. One, it is the driving roll of the
entire mechanism and two, it transfers the ink onto the stamp mounted on the
stamp roll as it rotates in mesh with it
e Stamp Roll: The Stamp with the desired pattern engraved in it is mounted onto
this roll and it rotates in a clockwise direction
e Impression Roll: The main purpose of this roll is to enable a conformal contact
between the substrate and the Stamp Roll. It also facilitates feeding and removal
of the substrate which is in the form of a sheet
1 Micro-Contact Printing is a flexible new technique that forms patterns of self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs) of inks on the surface of the substrate through conformal contact. Patterns of SAM are formed
using an alkanethiol as an 'ink', and printing the alkanethiol on a metal support with elastomeric 'stamp'
having a relief pattern of micrometer dimension [9].
2 Flexography or Flexographic Printing is a method of direct rotary printing that uses a resilient plate made
of an elastomeric material with relief features on it. The plate is affixed to a plate cylinder which is inked
by an ink-metering roll that carries fast drying fluid ink to the plate that can print onto virtually any type of
a substrate [5].
DESIGN CONCEPT
Fig 1.3 shows a Schematic diagram of a flexography printing press (Side View). The arrows in red show
the direction of rotation of the rolls.
1.4 Scope
It is extremely important to emphasize that the scope of our project is limited to Micro-
Contact printing on Gold Substrates using Hexadecane Thiol [4]. Our project is just the
first step in an ongoing research effort towards developing a complete system for printing
Organic Electronics. It is also necessary to mention that our focus was to demonstrate
successful transfer of the desired pattern onto the substrate at a target productivity rate.
Micro-Scale pattern transfer using commercial printing technologies is still in its infancy.
Therefore, in our project we have made a reasonable amount of compromise with the
Quality of the pattern that was printed. This simply means that our main focus has been
on understanding the process and achieving effective pattern transfer using the machine
Stamp Roll
Inking Roll
Substrate Impression Roll
setup which was designed rather than, optimizing a quality function. And so, we have
accepted a considerable amount of defects and distortions in the printed pattern.
1.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we discussed the fundamental need for developing a system for delivering
low cost and high volume Micro-Scale printing. We also described the design concept
that was pursued throughout this project. The next chapter will take the reader through a
comprehensive literature underscoring the science and technology that forms the basis for
the prototype and the process which was developed.
1.6 Project Breakup
All the three authors have been equally involved in all efforts relating to the project. The
machine design process was led by Xia Yun and the hardware built by Ambika Goel and
Sowmya Laxminarayanan. Researching and implementing different ways of tool making,
one of the most important factors of the process was done by Ambika. Experimental
process was led by Sowmya and she also contributed along with Ambika in calibrating
and developing a real time output excel sheet for the pressure sensors. Visual analysis of
data was conducted by Sowmya based on which further experiments and quantitative
analyses were determined. Ambika led the quantitative analysis, making dimensional
variation analysis where as Yun analyzed distortions using in house software developed
by all three authors over the winter.
Chapter 2
Scientific and Engineering Foundation
2.1 Soft Lithography
2.1.1 Introduction
Micro-fabrication, through its role in microelectronics and optoelectronics, is an
indispensable contributor to information technology. It is also ubiquitous in the
fabrication of sensors, micro-reactors, combinatorial arrays, micro-electromechanical
systems (MEMS), micro-analytical systems, and micro-optical systems. Micro-
fabrication uses a variety of patterning techniques; the most powerful of these is
photolithography, and essentially all integrated circuits are fabricated using this
technology [5].
Although photolithography is the dominant technology, even for large (im-scale)
features, it is not always the best and/or the only option for all applications: For example,
it is not an inexpensive technology; it is poorly suited for patterning non-planar surfaces;
it provides almost no control over the chemistry of the surface and hence is not very
flexible in generating patterns of specific chemical functionalities on surfaces (e.g. for
anchorage-dependent tissue culture or combinatorial chemistry); it can generate only two-
dimensional microstructures; and it is directly applicable only to a limited set of
photosensitive materials (e.g. photoresists). The characteristics of photolithography are
such that it is little used for micro-fabrication based on materials other than photoresists.
To work with other materials it is necessary to attach chromophores or add photo
sensitizers, and neither type of procedure is convenient [5].
An alternative, non-photolithographic set of micro-fabrication methods has been
developed and attracted significant attention from both academia and industry due to their
tremendous potential to support or even replace conventional means of micro
manufacturing. It is called soft lithography because all its members share the common
feature of using a patterned elastomer as the stamp, mold, or mask (rather than a rigid
photomask) to generate features on a wide range of dimensional scales, ranging from
nanometers to centimeters [5]. These techniques follow a strategy for pattern transfer
based on self-assembly of molecular layers and replica molding for carrying out micro
and nanofabrication.
The low capital costs and potential of soft lithography for high volume manufacturing
with a variety of materials are significantly attractive. For example, the control over
surface chemistry, required for some applications in medicine, is possible by the use of
soft lithography [98]. E-papers and soft screens consist of LED or OLED are promising
applications of it as well [1]. Other potential applications in the near future could include
simple optical devices such as polarizers, filters, wire grids, and surface acoustic wave
(SAW) devices [6]. Longer term goals include working towards optical data storage
systems, flat panel displays, and quantum devices [7].
2.1.2 The Soft Lithography Taxonomy
As mentioned before, several different techniques are known collectively as soft
lithography. The soft lithography family covers more than 9 techniques, including
microcontact printing (gCP), replica molding (REM), microtransfer molding (pTM),
micromolding in capillaries (MIMIC), solvent-assisted micromolding (SAMIM), phase-
shift photolithography, cast molding, embossing, injection molding and etc [8]. As shown
in Fig 2.1.2A, soft lithography relies on replication of a patterned elastomeric stamp from
a master to form an elastic stamp that can be inked with a monolayer-forming ink using
either wet inking or contact inking. The inked stamp is then used to print a pattern that
selectively protects the noble-metal substrate during the subsequent etch.
Six popular techniques in Soft Lithography have been studied by George M Whitesides'
group [8], including:
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Fig 2.1.2A: Diagram of process: A prepolymer (2) covering the master (1) is cured by heat or light, and
demolded to form an elastomeric stamp (3). The stamp is inked by immersion (4) or contacted with an ink
pad (5), and printed onto the substrate (6), forming a self-assembled monolayer (SAM). The ink pattern (7)
is then transferred into the substrate by a selective etch (8)[9].
a) Near Field Optical Lithography
A transparent PDMS mask with relief on its surface is placed in conformal contact with a
layer of photo resist. Light, from a source, passing through the stamp is modulated in the
near-field. If the relief on the surface of the stamp shifts the phase of light by an odd
multiple of n, a null in the intensity is produced. Features with dimensions between 40
and 100 nm are produced in photo resist at each phase edge [99].
b) Micro-contact Printing (puCP)
Figure 2.1.2B illustrates the procedures for pCP of hexadecanethiol (HDT) on the
surface of gold. A thin layer composed of an alkanethiol and ethanol, called "ink", is
spread on a patterned PDMS stamp by different methods. Then the stamp is brought into
conformal contact with a substrate, which can range from coinage metals to oxide layers.
The thiol molecules are transferred to the substrate where they form a self-assembled
monolayer, or SAM, that can act as a resist against. Features on the substrate are revealed
after etch treatment. Features as small as 300 nm have been produced this way [10]. This
process shall be discussed in detail in section 2.2.
___________________AuMT
Ethi
Figure 2.1.2B: Schematic procedures for pCP of hexadecanethiol (HDT) on the surface of gold [11].
c) Replica Molding
As shown in Fig.2.1.2C, a PDMS stamp is cast against a conventionally patterned master.
Polyurethane is then molded against the secondary PDMS master. In this way, multiple
copies can be made without damaging the original master. The fidelity of this process is
largely determined by Van der Waals interactions, wetting, and kinetic factors such as
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filling of the mold. These physical interactions are short range and should allow more
accurate replication of small (<100 nm) features than does photolithography. The value
of replica molding is that is allows duplication of three-dimensional topologies in a single
step It also enables faithful duplication of complex structures in the master in multiple
copies with nanometer resolution in a simple, reliable, and inexpensive way. Replica
molding against a rigid mold with an appropriate material (usually a thermoplastic
polymer) has been used for the mass-production of a wide range of structured surfaces
such as compact disks (CDs), diffraction gratings, holograms, and micro-tools [5]. Xia et
al [8] have extended the capability of this procedure by molding against elastomeric
PDMS molds rather than against rigid molds; the use of elastomers makes it easier to
release small, fragile structures.
>so nm
I MOW prepolymer
PDMS
Cure, peel off
Fig 2.1.2C Schematic procedure for Replica Molding [5].
d) Micro molding in Capillaries (MIMIC).
In MIMIC (Fig 2.1.2D), a PDMS mold is placed on the surface of a substrate to form a
network of empty channels between them. A low-viscosity prepolymer is then placed at
the open ends of the channels, and this liquid spontaneously fills the channels by
capillary action. After curing the prepolymer into a solid, the PDMS mold is removed to
reveal patterned microstructures of the polymer. MIMIC is able to generate features
down to the size of 1 im [12].
mold
Fi channels by
cpflary action
Cure, remove mold
Fig 2.1.2D Shows schematic procedures for MIMIC [5].
e) Micro transfer Molding (pTM)
In pTM (Fig.2.1.2E), a thin layer of liquid prepolymer is applied to the patterned surface
of a PDMS mold and the excess liquid is removed by scraping with a flat PDMS block or
by blowing off with a stream of nitrogen. This mold, filled with the prepolymer, is then
placed in contact with the surface of a substrate, and the prepolymer is cured to a solid by
illuminating the mold with UV light or by heating it. When the mold is peeled away
carefully, a patterned microstructure is left on the surface of the substrate. The technique
generates features as small as 250 nm and is able to generate multilayer systems [13].
prepolymer
Remove excess
prepolymer
Place on the support
Cure, romove mold
residual film
Fig 2.1.2E Shows schematic procedures for Micro Transfer molding [5].
J)) Solvent-assisted Micro contact Molding (SAMIM).
SAMIM (Fig.2.1.2F) generates relief structures in the surface of a material using a
solvent that can dissolve (or soften) the material without affecting the PDMS mold. The
PDMS mold is wetted with the solvent and brought into contact with the surface of the
substrate (typically an organic polymer). The solvent dissolves (or swells) a thin layer of
the substrate, and the resulting fluid or gel is molded against the relief structures in the
mold. When the solvent dissipates and evaporates, the fluid solidifies and forms a
patterned relief structure complementary to that in the surface of the mold. SAMIM can
be used with a wide variety of materials, generating features as small as 60 nm have been
produced [14].
PDMS mold
mold on a support
otvmer film
Remove mold
support
residual film
Figure 2.1.2F Shows schematic procedures for replica molding [8].
2.1.3 Soft Lithography versus photolithography
Compared to the traditional photolithography, soft lithographic techniques are low in
capital cost, easy to learn, straightforward to apply, and accessible to a wide range of
users. They can circumvent the diffraction limitations of projection photolithography;
they provide access to quasi-three-dimensional structures and generate patterns and
structures on non-planar surfaces; and they can be used with a wide variety of materials
and surface chemistries. Table 2.1.3 gives a comparison between Soft Lithography and
conventional optical lithography.
Comparison between photolithography and soft lithography
Photolithography Soft lithography
Definition of patterns
Materials that can be
patterned directly
Surfaces and structures
that can be patterned
Current limits to
resolution
Minimum feature size
Rigid photomask
(patterned Cr supported
on a quartz plate)
Photoresists
(polymers with photo-
sensitive additives)
SAMs on Au and SiO,)
Planar surfaces
2-D structures
~250 unm (projection)
~100 inn (laboratory)
~ 100 nm ()
Elastomeric stamp or mold
(a PDMS block patterned
with relief features)
Photoresists**
SAMs on Au, Ag. Cu. GaAs.
Al, Pd, and SiO,
Unsensitized polymersb~*
(epoxy. PU. PMMA. ABS.
CA. PS. PE. PVC)
Precursor polymers*'d
(to carbons and ceramics)
Polymer beads6
Conducting polyiersd
Colloidal materialsa 6
Sol-gel materialsc"
Organic and inorganic saltsd
Biological macromolecules4
Both planar and nonplanar
Both 2-D and 3-D structures
-30 nina1. -60 nm*l - 1 pl-*
(laboratory)
10 (?) - 100 nm
-Made by (a) yCP. (b) REM. (c) y TM. (d) MIMIC. (e) SAMIM. PUJ:polyurethane: PMMA:
poly(nethyl methacrylate): ABS: poly(aciylonitrile-butadiene-styrene); CA: cellulose acetate: PS:
polystyrene: PE: polyethylene: and PVC: poly(vinyl chloride)
Table 2.1.3 Gives a tabular comparison between Soft Lithography and conventional optical lithography
[15].
2.1.4 Conclusions
This section introduced the reader to the discipline of soft lithography. A brief overview
of the various soft lithography techniques and a comparison between soft lithography and
photolithography was also presented. The next section will discuss one of the soft
lithography techniques called Micro-contact printing, which is closely related to our
project, in greater depth.
2.2 Micro contact Printing
2.2.1 Introduction
Microcontact printing is a flexible new technique that forms patterns of self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) of inks on the surface of the substrate through conformal contact.
Patterns of SAM are formed using an alkanethiol as an 'ink', and printing the alkanethiol
on a metal support with elastomeric 'stamp' having a relief pattern of micrometer
dimension [16].
In this section, we will provide a detailed account of ongoing research in this field that
formed the basis of our work. We will discuss the principles, its distinguishing features
and also some of the limitations posed by it.
2.2.2 Principles and characteristics of Micro contact Printing
Micro Contact printing uses an elastomeric stamp-PDMS (Polydimethyle Siloxanes) to
deposit molecules on surfaces. It can be considered as a two step process- Inking and
Stamping.
Inking: First, the PDMS stamp is wetted with the ink, which is capable of forming SAMs.
Ethanol is used as a solvent to transfer the ink and hence has to be removed after this
step, which is done by drying. The solvent can be dried in the air, but a steam of nitrogen
gas helps to reduce time for drying. Inking and drying times depend on factors such as
ink concentration, printing area, and printing method. Typically, the inking step takes 30
- 60 seconds and drying requires 10 ~60 seconds.
Stamping: This requires 3 sub-steps: Initial contact & propagation, full contact, and
separation. Achieving full contact through gradual contact is important in order to
minimize air trapping between stamp and substrate. After achieving full contact, a certain
contact time is required to transport ink from stamp to substrate and form SAMs. The soft
PDMS stamp makes conformal contact with the surface and molecules are transferred
directly from the stamp to the surface in the space of a few milli-seconds. The required
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contact time can vary according to ink type, concentration of ink or target thickness of
SAMs. The figure below summarizes the principle behind micro-contact printing.
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Figure 2.2.2A: Micro contact printing procedure [23].
Table 2.2.2 sums up the various sub-steps of the printing process, their required time,
typical failure modes and critical control factors affecting Micro contact printing.
Process Inking Stamping
Step Immersion Drying Initial contact and Self assembly full Peeling off
propagation contact
Time 30 -60 sec 10 - 60 sec 1 -5 sec 0.3 -60 sec 1-5 sec
Failure Modes Swelling Distortion Air trapping - Diffusion of ink
(by capillary - Deformation of
force ) stamp
Control - Inking time - Drying Time -Propagation - Contact time - Velocity
factors - Concentration - N 2 flow method - Pressure
-Propagation - Temperature
velocity
Table 2.2.2: Micro contact Printing Process and characteristics [23].
The masters for stamps for micro contact printing are made using micro-machined silicon
wafers. The wafers form part of a mould in which liquid PDMS is poured and then
a
F"-
polymerized. On de-molding, a flexible transparent stamp is obtained, with features that
can be as small as 1 00nm.
The alkanethiol ink used, is capable of forming Self Assembled Monolayers (SAMs)
between the topographically patterned elastomeric (PDMS) stamp and the surface of the
substrate. Hence, the most distinct characteristic of pCP is its use of self-assembly
(especially, the use of SAMs) to form micro patterns on a substrate [17].
Another important characteristic of micro contact printing is that it makes use of the
PDMS elastomer as stamps. This polymer has low interfacial energy and good chemical
stability, so the molecules do not adhere to the surface and it can be easily released from
the rigid moulds. It can also conformal contact with the surface to be printed with little
external normal force and at the same time can compensate for the surface roughness of
the substrate. This is important in transporting molecular level SAMs.
Self Assembled Monolayers or SAMs
Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs) are layers formed on a solid surface by spontaneous
organization of molecules into a stable, well-defined structures via non-covalent
interactions having the lowest energy form [18]. SAMs can be easily prepared by
immersion of a substrate in the solution containing a ligand (Y(CH2)nX) reactive towards
the surface. The thickness of a SAM can be controlled by change in the number (n) of
Methylene groups in the alkyl chain [18]. The surface properties can be easily modified
by changing the head group, X [20]. The selectivity in the binding of the anchoring group
is a major limitation of this method for forming thin films. For example, some surfaces
like Au and Ag [19] are easier to form SAMs on than are others such as metal oxides [21].
The transportation of the ink takes place mainly because of a diffusion process between
the stamp and the substrate that then forms SAMs. Diffusion from the edges of the stamp
and vapor transport are the non-contact mechanisms that can also form SAMs as can be
seen from the figure 2.2.2B.
PDMS
Figure 2.2.2B: Schematic illustration depicting the application of a PDMS stamp containing thiols
to a polycrystalline metal film. The mechanisms of mass transport from the stamp to the substrate
are also shown [22].
2.2.3 Control Factors affecting pCP
In this section, we will elaborate on the critical control factors affecting micro-contact
printing.
1. PDMS Properties
As stated above, the elastomeric properties of the PDMS stamps allow micro contact
printing to achieve conformal contact with different materials having flat or curved
surfaces. PDMS stamps with low young's Modulus (1~3 MPa) are widely used because
they provide near perfect conformal contact. Young's modulus is determined by the
mixing ratios between the prepolymer precursor and curing agent, and the preparation
conditions, such as curing time and temperature.
Because of its elasticity, it can be easily released from rigid masters. In addition to its
elastic properties, it has a low interfacial free energy (~-21.6 dyn/cm), which prevents it
from adhering to the substrate. The interfacial properties can be easily changed either by
modifying the prepolymers or by treating the surface with plasma, followed by the
formation of siloxane SAMs [18].
2. Concentration of the Ink Solution
With higher ink concentration, printing time is reduced. Also, concentration affects the
width of the pattern transferred and the defect rates shown in Figure 2.2.3A.
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Figure 2.2.3A: Quality of Micro contact printed gold structures performed in the case of an ECT contact-
inked stamp. Note that defects in patterns are decreased when concentration of ECT gets higher [24].
3. Stamp-Substrate Contact Time
The thickness of the printed SAMs is proportional to contact time as shown in figure
2.2.3B. Also, longer contact time results into lower defect rates but larger pattern widths
as can be seen from Figure 2.2.3C.
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Figure 2.2.3B: Relationship between thicknesses printed with 0.2 milli Mole solution of ECT ink [25].
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Figure 2.2.3C: Relationship between printing time and the number of defects in the pattern [24].
4. Contact Pressure
Some amount of external pressure is required to establish conformal contact between the
stamp and the substrate. On the other hand, excessive pressure can cause the relief
features of the stamp to collapse and cause unexpected printing. Figure 2.2.3D shows a
basic geometry of a stamp that consists of periodic relief line features with height of h,
feature width of 1, and trench width of d. When pressure is applied to the stamp, several
deformations occur [26].
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Figure 2.2.3D: Schematic Illustration of deformations caused in the PDMS stamps.
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Here, the aspect ratio that is height-to-width ratio of the relief features on PDMS stamps
is important. It should be between 0.2 and 2 in order to obtain defect free printing [27]. If
the aspect ratio of the PDMS feature is too low, the roof of the feature may come into
contact with a substrate under its own weight or under an external pressure, which is
called collapse. When the aspect ratios are very high, the relief structures do not
withstand the stamp weight and because of the adhesive force they stick together [27].
High interfacial adhesion force can also cause a collapse. K. J. Hsia et al. [28] observed
collapse of grooves regardless of self-weight or normal force. According to their study,
interfacial adhesion force is the main driving force of groove collapse, and they
developed a parameter, which is a function of feature width, height, surface energy, and
Young's modulus, that determines the adhesion force.
5. Inking Methods
Inking can be carried out in three different ways - Wet inking, Pen-Type inking, and
Contact inking as shown in fig 2.2.3E.
Figure 2.2.3E: Three different types of inking for Micro contact printing [29].
1. Wet inking: In this method the stamps are coated with a droplet of solution for 2
minutes. The excess ink is dried with a nitrogen flow for 30 - 40 seconds. Then the stamp
is immediately placed onto the substrate for printing without any external pressure. The
wet inking method is the simplest inking method, but it has problems with diffusion.
2. Pen-type inking: The stamp is inked by transferring the ink from a liquid reservoir of
alkanethiols through the PDMS. This way, the stamp gets completely inked including the
areas which are not required to be printed.
3. Contact Inking: In this method, the patterned stamp is not exposed to liquid ink but
only to an ink-impregnated PDMS block that mediates the transfer of thiols from solution
to the elastomeric pattern. After the inker pad is equilibrated with a solution of thiols in
ethanols, it is withdrawn from the solution and then dried with a stream of Nitrogen.
Then, it is contacted by the patterned face of the stamp. The similar texture of both
PDMS surfaces in contact and the elastic property help in easy transfer of thiols. This
way, the patterns on the stamps are not subjected to wetting or de-wetting by the ink. This
is particularly beneficial for high resolution stamps for which the aspect ratios of parts of
their patterns render these stamps more susceptible to mechanical changes [29].
The table below shows a comparison of three methods of inking for micro contact
printing.
Wet Inking Pen Stamp Contact Inking
Distortion of stamps Capillary effects, slight Strong swelling No distortion
swelling___________
Adversary diffusion of the Strong NA Strongly minimized
ink (HDT)
Geometric effects Some NA Strongly minimized
Surface crystallization Strong (>=0.5mM) Strong Strong (>=0.5mM)(>=O.O 1M
Ease for repeated Bad Very good Fair
inking/printing
Scalability Unknown NA Plausible
Economy of reagent Bad Very Good Fair
Table 2.2.3 Comparison of Three Methods of Inking Stamps for pCP [29].
6. Contact Propagation Methods.
There are several problems that hinder high quality micro-contact printing. Problems like
air bubbles getting trapped between the substrate and the stamp, separation of stamp after
printing, and the deformations caused in the stamp because of high printing pressure or
interfacial adhesive forces can be reduced by using proper methods of contact initiation
and propagation between stamp and substrate. The contact propagation can be
categorized into three methods: radial, linear, and rolling as shown in fig 2.2.3F.
b).
Figure 2.2.3F: Three contact propagation methods (a) Radial contact propagation (b) Linear contact
propagation (c) Rolling contact propagation [28].
Radial contact propagation is done by making a convex stamp. The contact initiation
starts from the center, and convexity is decreased gradually along with spreading contact
region. [23]. Linear contact propagation starts from line contact instead of point contact.
The end of a bent stamp creates line contact initiation and contact area gradually
increases by dropping the stamp gently. A thin bendable layer of metal or polymer can be
used for backing the soft stamp. The third contact propagation method is rolling contact,
using cylindrical stamp. In terms of automation, rolling propagation has benefits in that it
does not require another mechanism or process for separation of stamps after printing.
Moreover, rolling propagation can simply scalable to mass production process of Micro
contact printing such as reel to reel process. However, the deformation of stamp is
difficult to predict during preparing cylindrical stamp and printing.
2.2.4 Limitations of Micro Contact Printing
In all, micro contact printing is a very powerful method for surface structuring. The major
advantages of this technique is the high quality sub-micrometer features that can be
patterned onto the substrate with very little capital investment and under ambient
laboratory conditions as opposed to the well known photolithography process which
requires very expensive equipment and clean room facility.
But, with the cost benefits and the high quality that micro-contact printing offers, there
are certain limitations to this method as listed below:
1. Large area printing
Micro-contact printing when carried out with flat PDMS stamp with surface patterned
with relief structures results in air bubbles getting trapped between the stamp and the
substrate. This limits the use of very large patterns (>50cm 2).
2. Alignment & Registration
It is difficult to print features that require multiple superimposed patterns with accurate
registration and alignment between them on large areas. Also, proper alignment between
substrate and the stamp is difficult to achieve.
3. Conformal Contact
Establishing a uniform conformal contact between the substrate and the stamp is another
key issue.
4. Stamp Deformation
Stamps used in micro contact printing are made of PDMS. But, it also presents a number
of technical problems as listed below [16].
1. PDMS shrinks by 1% upon curing and the cured PDMS can be readily swelled by
a number of nonpolar organic solvents such as toluene and hexane.
2. The elasticity and thermal expansion of PDMS makes it difficult to get high
accuracy in registration across a large area and may limit the utility of micro
contact printing in multilayer fabrication.
3. The softness of an elastomer limits the aspect ratio (h/d, figure 2.2.3D) of
microstructures in PDMS. When the aspect ratio is too high, the relief structures
are not able to withstand the stamp weight and because of the adhesive force they
stick together, called as pairing. If the aspect ration is too low, the roof between
the relief features will collapse called as sagging.
5. Slow Rate of Production
Micro contact printing is a two step process- inking and then followed by stamping. Rate
of production is very slow if the inking and stamping processes are kept coupled as
individual processing times get added up. Also, PDMS curing takes a considerable
amount of time.
6. Lack of Flexibility
At present, micro contact printing has its limitations when it comes to the repeated use of
inked stamps for a long period of time. Because of problems like swelling up of the
PDMS and relief features getting distorted as discussed above, flexibility of fast tooling
mechanism becomes important.
2.3 Flexography
2.3.1 Definition
Flexography is a method of direct rotary printing that uses a resilient plate made of an
elastomeric material with relief features on it. The plate is affixed to a plate cylinder that
is inked by an ink-metering roll that carries fast drying fluid ink to the plate that can print
onto virtually any type of a substrate [30].
The heart of the flexographic printing process is the simple inking system. Flexography
uses fluid ink. This dries very quickly between the print stations of the press. Both
solvent based and water based inks are used depending on a wide variety of requirements.
Flexographic presses generally print on a continuous web of material. The exit end of the
press winds the finished printing into a roll, hence the term roll-to-roll or reel-to-reel
printing.
2.3.2 Description of the Process
A typical flexographic printing layout is shown in Fig 2.3.2 below.
Fig 2.3.2 Shows typical printing station. A. Ink bath with fluid Ink. B. Rubber Ink Fountain roll. C. Ink
metering roll. D. Printing Plate Cylinder. E. Substrate passing through press. F. Impression Cylinder.
B
A
Briefly, the ink-fountain pan (A) supplies ink to the elastomeric fountain roll (B), which
then supplies ink to the metering roll (C). The ink metering roll (C) transfers uniform
levels of ink from its cells onto the surface of the printing plate (D) containing the relief
features. The substrate (E) that runs through the press is pressed against the plate cylinder
(D) with the help of the impression cylinder (F) and ink transfer or printing takes place
[30].
2.3.3 Types of Flexographic printing processes
There are three basic types of flexographic presses' [30]. Given below is a brief
description of the three types.
1. The Stack Press
The stack press consists of individual color stations stacked one over another on
one or both sides of the main press frame. The main advantage of stack presses
are that one can reverse the substrate such that both sides get printed. The stack
press can print on any kind of substrate but is limited to an accuracy of the order
700 gm [30].
2. The Central Impression Press
The central impression press is unique in its design because it supports all its
color stations around a single steel impression cylinder mounted in the main press
frame. The impression cylinder supports the web of substrate which is thereby
locked into the cylinder as it passes through all the color stations. The greatest
advantage of the central impression cylinder is its excellent registration
capabilities [30].
1 Pictures of the different types can be viewed in [30, pg.181].
3. The In-Line Press
The in-line press is designed such that its color stations are separate complete
units, horizontally mounted to one another and driven by a common line shaft.
The advantage with the in-line press is its ability to print on very wide substrates
and additionally being able to print on both sides of the substrate [30].
2.3.4 Advantages of Flexography
Flexography offers the following advantages [30].
- It can print on a wide variety of absorbent and non-absorbent substrates including
extensible plastic films
e It uses fast drying inks, whether solvent, water-based or UV curable
- It uses elastomeric image carriers that can print millions of impressions
e It can print continuous patterns
e Press speeds are up to 2000 feet per minute
* It is cost effective for many applications towing to its very high throughput and
simple mechanism
- It enables fast turnaround time between different types of prints
e It can do short-run work profitably
- It has alignment and registration accuracies on the order of 50 pm
2.4 Conclusion
The section introduced the reader to another printing technique, flexography, which is
critical for the concept generation of our machine. A brief overview of flexography is
presented together with a summary of its advantages. Based on all the background
knowledge introduced, the next chapter will discuss in detail how the elements of
flexography can be borrowed and adjusted in a novel micro-contact printing machine.
Chapter 3
Flexography Test Machine Concept Design and
Realization
3.1 Introduction
As described in the previous chapter, although it has been shown that micro contact
printing can offer cost benefits and the high quality, there are still certain limitations
which prevent this technique from entering lithography industry. This particular project
focuses on increasing the productivity of micro contact printing. In addition, in order to
make this technique more attractive and competitive, the solution should be applied to
existing equipments with minimum adjustment instead of demanding each manufacturer
spending millions of dollars to buy a new set of firmware. To achieve these goals, a
thorough understanding of the process physics involved in micro contact printing was
required besides identifying the critical factors that could contribute to output quality and
production rate. The familiarity of related fields and industries is also critical to the
success of the project. Based on the advantages of flexography, which has been discussed
in detail in chapter 2, it was chosen on the process for more thorough study. To this end a
prototype machine was designed and built to allow lab scale testing of flexographyic
micro contact printing. The test machine design was derived after several design
iterations, which will be cover in this chapter as well as in following chapters. The key
breakthrough in the design process was achieved with the realization that the target
substrate, which is a flexible sheet of gold coated plastic film, could be continuously fed
into rolling cylinders where printing actually takes place.
This chapter takes the reader through some of the most important design iterations
towards the final design, followed by a detailed description of each component in the
machine. Though some of the designs are not present in the final prototype, they are
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included as a complete design history and for possible future use. Finally, we propose a
complete manufacturing system for high-rate continual micro contact printing.
3.2 Target functions and concept generation
3.2.1 Target Function
Applying new technologies to existing machines with minimal adjustment is always
preferred by industries to building or purchasing a completely different system. In order
to develop a technique compatible with existing systems, at the beginning of the project,
a careful study of potential candidates was conducted. With its high throughput and
simple mechanism, plus the similarity in flexible substrates with microcontact printing,
flexography was finally selected to be process on which the prototype machine is
developed.
Designing a micro contact printing machine on the flexography principle has never been
demonstrated by any organization. However, a good understanding of both flexography
and micro contact printing provided important hints for the exploration. First, the five
most important factors that determine the quality of micro contact printing were listed as:
ink concentration, temperature, printing pressure, printing time and the quality of stamps.
In order to explore the feasibility of the combination of the two techniques as thoroughly
as possible, within the certain constrains we were facing, maximum flexibility should be
included in the prototype machine, namely the machine should be capable of adjusting
the first four parameters listed above while printing. This served as the benchmark in the
concept generation stage. As for the quality of stamps, a thorough discussion will be
presented in next chapter.
3.2.2 Concept generation
The process of micro contact printing involves two sub-stages, namely inking and
printing, which is the same for flexography. The two steps will be discussed separately.
3.2.3 Inking process
Although it looks like that the inks used in micro contact printing and flexography share a
lot of commonalities, there is actually a fundamental difference between them. As shown
in Fig 3.2.3A, Flexography uses liquid ink which form a thin layer on top of the features
while in microcontact printing, there is no liquid ink at all, instead, the "ink" is molecules
residing inside the features.
Flexography Micro Contact Printing
Figure 3.2.3A: The difference of inks between flexography and micro contact printing.
This difference leads to a modification of the flexography concept to meet the new
standard for micro contact printing. In a flexography machine, liquid ink is transferred
from ink bath to the plate cylinder which is covered with stamps through one or multiple
rolls engraved with mini cells to precisely control the amount of ink. Those features are
neither necessary nor desired in micro contact printing. In this project, the goal of inking
is to guarantee that there are always enough molecules in the stamp.
Taking into consideration the strength and weakness of each method and the principles of
flexography, among the three inking methods, namely wet inking, pen stamp and contact
inking, we agreed that wet inking and contact inking both are suitable for our machine.
Several feasible solutions for inking were then generated based on the two inking
methods. They all share three commonalities: first, their inks all start from liquid form,
namely solvent with molecules dissolved inside; second, before printing actually happens,
there is no liquid, only ink molecules on the stamp; third, they all use PDMS sheets
which are mounted on the rolls as carriers of ink (solvent and ink molecules). As
explained in Chapter 2, PDMS is ideal to play this role for three reasons:
1. PDMS can carry significant amount of molecules and transfer them easily, which
has been proved in contact inking [10];
2. PDMS sheets can form conformal contact between each other, enhancing the ink
transfer process;
3. The friction between PDMS sheets is high, which prevents slip. This is very
important when we later decided not to build a synchronized system.
Figure 3.2.3B illustrates four inking concepts.
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Figure 3.2.3B: Concepts of inking. (a) Use multiple rolls to transfer ink, solvent evaporates naturally; (b)
Use doctor blade and nitrogen gun to expedite the evaporation, in this way get rid of multiple cylinders; (c)
Simplify the system again by ruling out the last ink carrier and increasing the dimension of plate cylinder to
leave enough time for the liquid solvent to evaporate; (d) Modified (c) from wet inking to contact inking;
this required stronger nitrogen gun to avoid wet inking.
Concept (c) and (d) are preferred to (a) and (b) because of their simplicity and
compactness. Concept (d) was finally selected because it has been shown that contact
inking leads to less distortion of the stamp, which in turn increases the life of the stamp
and improves the quality of printing. The increment in the dimension of plate cylinder
shown in concept (c) remained unchanged because it's desirable in printing process,
which will be discussed in detail in the following section. However, because of time
constraints, we did not include the doctor blade and nitrogen gun in our machine; instead,
we used a simplified inking sequence to simulate the process. This will be discussed in
Chapter 4.
In our concept, the ink molecules in the stamp can be controlled by changing the ink
concentration in the solvent. It should be noted that before printing takes place, 5 to 15
minutes pre-inking is required to make sure the molecules in the PDMS sheet wrapped on
inking cylinder reach a preset concentration.
3.2.4 Printing process
As the most critical part of the machine, the actual printing process requires tight control
as well as maximum flexibility. Careful considerations are given to five aspects of the
design in order to fulfill the requirements within the constraints we were facing.
(A) Synchronized system versus single-motor-driving system
In the flexography industry, synchronized roll systems are widely adopted because
delicate equipment enables precise control over cylinder rotation speeds; substrate feed
rate and substrate tension. These abilities are equally, if not more desirable in
microcontact printing. In an ideal condition, building a synchronized system should be
the best solution. However, given a tight time limit of two months, we had to give up a
synchronized system and instead, find some way to control the printing speed while
preventing slide between cylinders and the substrates.
As mentioned in previous section, the coefficient of friction between PDMS sheets is
high, which gives a solution to prevent slipping. With sufficient amount of pressure
between cylinders, friction is sufficient to transfer the power from one drive cylinder to
the overall system. A system driven by one motor was then developed. Because certain
tension is required to guarantee a smooth feed and there was no suitable winding and
unwinding equipment available, manual feeding was chosen for this system. However,
the results of the experiments conducted later on the prototype machine suggests that
although the solution solved some problems, it's not very reliable, and not yet good
enough to meet industrial needs. Thus, we strongly recommend using a synchronized
system instead of a single-motor-driving one in real industry. It will be discussed in detail
in Chapter 6.
There are three places to mount the motor in the concept generated based on the
requirements of inking, inking cylinder, plate cylinder and impression cylinder. Table
3.2.4A gives a comparison among the three.
Motor location Advantages Disadvantages
Inking Flexibility in inking, namely pre- Indirect printing speed control
cylinder inking inking cylinder is possible
Plate cylinder Direct printing speed control Less flexibility and harder to drive
(larger moment of inertia)
Impression None Indirect printing speed control
cylinder
Table 3.2.4A Comparison between different motor locations
In order to get the best tradeoff, we evaluated our goal of the project and decided to
mount the motor on the inking cylinder. The reason is that the capability of pre-inking
gives us more flexibility in both machine design and experiments while precise speed
control is not critical the exploration stage.
(B) Temperature control
Temperature at which printing takes place may significantly affect diffusion rate, thus
affect the printing process. We planed to incorporate heating equipment in the machine
to control the temperature at first. But it turns out that if the ink concentration and the
printing time are within a certain range, the effect of temperature is insignificant. To
simplify the prototype, we eliminated the heating equipment from our machine. However,
if a thorough understanding of the reel-to-reel micro contact printing is desired,
temperature control should be included.
(C) Pressure control
Another important factor determining the quality of micro contact printing is the printing
pressure. If the pressure is too low, the ink transfer will be insufficient, or not happen at
all. On the other hand, if the pressure goes too high, there is a high risk of collapse.
Clearly some mechanism to adjust and control the pressure is a must in our machine. The
basic idea is to make the cylinders movable with respect to each other. Two types of
movement are considered, vertical movement and horizontal movement (including the
combinations of the two). After careful consideration of the whole system, we finally
chose horizontal movement, because horizontal movement is easier to realize and
integrate in our design.
(D) Printing time control
In the reel-to-reel concept, printing time is primarily determined by the speed at which
the plate cylinder rotates. A simple solution is to use a drive motor that is capable of
providing multiple speeds. One critical issue here, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, is
that there should be no slip between substrate and stamp. Since manual feeding is
selected, operators of this machine must be careful of the tension they apply on the
substrate. The tension should be enough to prevent wrinkle, tangle or wrap, yet should it
be below certain value to avoid slide.
(E) Machine scale
The test machine must be big enough to simulate real conditions and test the feasibility
of the concept without being too costly, slow and difficult to build. Also, since making
big PDMS stamp of highly uniform thickness is very difficult at present, the smaller
dimensions are desirable. Finally, test substrate material will only be available in 4 inches
widths. Accordingly, the final decision was a machine roughly 12" by 12" by 14" in
overall dimensions.
Another consideration is the diameter of the plate cylinder. A larger diameter has
advantages as shown in Table 3.2.4B.
Large diameter Small diameter
Stamp Easy to mount; less tension Hard to mount because larger
mounting force is required to secure the
position of stamp
Conformal Smaller curvature provides better Worse conformal contact; less
contact conformal contact and enables more flexibility
flexibility in contact area control
Reference Closer to flat stamp printing from Little reference is available
availability which experience and knowledge can
be borrowed
Table 3.2.4B Comparison between cylinders of different diameters
With those advantages, a plate cylinder of the largest diameter for the overall scale of
the machine was selected.
With a thorough consideration of both process and function targets, a workable concept
was generated. The next step is to build a prototype machine based on the concept.
3.3 Concept realization
This section guides reader through the selections of each component used in the
prototype machine which realizes the concept.
3.3.1 Machine overview
As shown in Figure 3.3. lA, a detailed three-dimensional model was designed in
Solidworks. Note that motor is not included in the Solidworks drawings shown in this
paper since it is considered as a part of electrical system which will be discussed in
Chapter 5. Please also note that all dimensions in the drawings are marked in inches.
(b)
Figure 3.3.1A: 3-D model design in Solidworks, detailed dimensions are shown in following drawings. In
(b), red arrows indicate the drive path, (1) drive motor drives inking cylinder through flexible coupling,(2)
inking cylinder drives plate cylinder, (3) plate cylinder drives the impression cylinder; the green arrow
indicates the substrate feeding path: the substrate is fed between plate and impression cylinder where
printing takes place, then the substrate is pulled off the system through the hollow part of the inking desk.
In the early experiments conducted on the machine, results suggested several
modifications should be made to explore more parameters and make the machine more
user-friendly. These modifications are presented in Figure 3.3.1B and will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 4.
(b)
Figure 3.3.1B: Modified 3-D model
3.3.2 Bill of material
Figure 3.3.2A gives an exploded view of the final version of the machine. There are 15
different kinds of parts in this machine. In Table 3.3.2A, they are all listed according to
the number in Fig 3.3.2A
Figure 3.3.2A: Exploded view of the machine
M
Part number Part name Quantity
1 Base 1
2 Inking desk 1
3 X stage 4
4 Cylinder plate 2
5 Ink bath 1
6 Cylinder Block 4
7 Motor plate 1
8 Plate cylinder block 2
9 Self-aligning bearing 6
10 Inking cylinder 1
11 Plate cylinder 1
12 Impression cylinder 1
13 Wrap angle control rod 2
14 Flexible coupling 1
15 L-connector 2
Table 3.3.2A Bill of material
3.3.3 Parts selections
(1) Base (Figure 3.3.3A)
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Figure 3.3.3A: Base, for the detailed locations of the holes refer to the corresponding parts.
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The function of base is to provide a rigid and stable platform for the system. It decides
the layout of other components.
The raw material, an aluminum block with high level surface flatness, comes from
McMaster-Carr. The machining was done in LMP machine shop of MIT.
(2) Inking desk (Figure 3.3.3B)
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(3) X stage (Figure 3.3.3C)
Figure 3.3.3C: M-DS40X stage
The primary function of stage is to give the machine the ability to adjust the positions of
inking and impression cylinders. With the help of the pressure sensors that will be
discussed in Chapter 5, the pressure control can be realized.
The prototype machine itself is compact, so a precise stage with compact shape is desired.
In addition, the requirement of travel is small because the relative movement is kept in a
scale of millimeter. The M-DS40X stage from Newport provides a good solution.
Taking into consideration the dimensional constrains, the load capacity of M-DS40X
stage and user-friendly factor, we decided to fix the position of plate cylinder and mount
inking and impression cylinder on stages. At the beginning, one stage was used for each
cylinder, as shown in Fig 3.3.3D (a). After assembling the machine, we realized due to
the small size of the stage, the two cylinders not well supported, and we could not adjust
the parallelism of the cylinders. The final design has two stages for each cylinder. With
two stages functioning separately; the pressure and parallelisms between cylinders can be
independently adjusted.
bearing
Stage
Figure 3.3.3D: Cylinder subassembly with one stage (front view)
(4) Cylinder plate (Figure 3.3.3E)
The primary function of the cylinder plate is to serve as a movable platform mounted on
stages for the inking and impression cylinder. The one used for inking cylinder also
provides an area to place the ink bath.
The raw material, aluminum plates with high level surface flatness, comes from
McMaster-Carr and again machining is done in LMP machine shop of MIT.
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Fig 3.3.3E: Cylinder plate
(6) Cylinder Block (Fig 3.3.3F)
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(7) Motor plate (Fig 3.3.3G)
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(8) Plate cylinder block (Fig 3.3.3H)
(a) (b)
Fig 3.3.3H (a) Original design of plate cylinder blocks; (b) Final version of plate cylinder blocks.
In the original design, plate cylinder blocks serve only as adapt blocks, adjusting the
height of the self-aligning bearings to prevent any interference. In the final version of the
machine, they also provide a method to control wrap angle, as shown in Fig (b). Please
refer to Chapter 5 details.
(9) Self-aligning bearing (Figure 3.3.31)
Figure 3.3.31: Self-aligning bearing
Self-aligning bearings are ideal for conditions where misalignment can happen. Given the
limitations of access to highly precise machining, we decided to use self-aligning bearing
to avoid any potential problem caused by misalignment. Since the radial load and rotation
speed both are low compared to the specifications of commercially available bearings,
selection was based on dimensional consideration.
All six bearings, two for each cylinder are identical and purchased from Mcmaster-Carr,
part number 5913K41, stamped-steel mounted ball bearing.
(10) Inking cylinder (Figure 3.3.3J)
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Figure 3.3.3J Inking cylinder
Inking cylinder transfers ink solution to plate cylinder and drives the whole system with
the power from motor. The end with longer shaft connects to the motor.
(11) Plate cylinder (Figure 3.3.3K)
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(12) Impression cylinder (Figure 3.3.3L)
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Figure 3.3.3L Impression cylinder
Impression cylinder assists printing and enables pressure control.
All the three cylinders are machined from alloy 6061 aluminum rods purchased form
McMaster-Carr.
(14) Flexible coupling
Coupling is the component connects the inking cylinder shaft and motor shaft and
enables transmission from motor to inking cylinder. A flexible coupling is used here to
deal with small amount of misalignment.
The coupling is purchased from McMaster-Carr, part number 3084K31, machinable-bore
one piece clamp-on coupling.
.......... ' . ..
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we described the target functions of our machine. We also discussed the
development of our concept design to achieve reel-to-reel continuous microcontact
printing and how the concept was realized by a working machine (Figure 3.4). Several
recommendations for system improvement were presented as well. In the next chapter,
we shall lead readers through a process study which covers tooling, inking and printing.
Figure 3.4 Photos of prototype machine
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Chapter 4
Process Study
As introduced in Chapter 1, the objective of this project is to design and manufacture a
working prototype of a micro contact-printing machine using the flexography principle to
achieve a reel to reel printing of substrates. In order to attain this goal, we required a
thorough understanding of the process physics of micro contact printing and flexography
besides identifying the factors affecting its throughput rate and the quality of print.
While experimenting with the test machine described in Chapter 3, we experienced a lot
of problems such as difficulty in substrate feeding, printing pressure measurement and
control, area of printing and speed control. While troubleshooting the machine, we made
several modifications to suit our requirements and make the system more robust and
repeatable.
This chapter takes the reader through some of the most important pre-experiment
machine setups and procedures that we standardized. Also, we describe some of the
design modifications done to the system to vary the wrap angle and enable easy substrate
feeding.
The printing process of this machine comprises three stages: Tooling, Inking and Printing.
4.1 Tooling
The tool used in our design was essentially a sheet of PDMS of uniform thickness,
wrapped around the Aluminum Cylinder. The stamping cylinder was covered with
patterned PDMS sheet while the inking and the impression cylinders were wrapped in
plain PDMS casts. Maintaining a uniform thickness throughout the length of long PDMS
sheets during casting was very important which not only determined smooth functioning
of the machine but also the quality of print. Also, non-uniformity in the thickness of
PDMS sheets prevented the cylinders from meshing properly with each other, resulting
into unequal pressure exertion on different areas of the stamp. Besides uniformity, there
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were other factors like air bubbles trapping in the cast, PDMS swelling, shrinkage and
dust particle deposition which largely deteriorated the quality of tools.
This required us to thoroughly understand the characteristics of PDMS and its behavior
while curing, and then come up with innovative but feasible ideas to cast the required
PDMS tools. In the section below, we describe the stamp properties, its fabrication and
several failed attempts before we figured out the right method to mount the stamps on the
cylinders.
4.1.1 Stamp Fabrication
PDMS (Polydimethyl Siloxane) is basically a silicon based organic polymer which is
made by mixing 10 parts of Sylgard 184 prepolymer with 1 part of curing agent. Our
method of mixing, while ensuring complete mixing, also introduced many air bubbles
into the mixture. The mixture was then placed in a dessicator to degas for sometime. The
air bubbles raised to the surface were removed by gently blowing in air by mouth. This
mixture was used to make patterned as well as plain PDMS sheets, which were used as
the machine tooling.
1. Patterned PDMS sheet for the Stamping Cylinder
This mixture was poured onto a patterned silicon wafer placed flat and face-up in a Petri-
dish. The master pattern was covered with enough liquid PDMS to obtain a stamp of
thickness less than 1 mm. The Petri dish was then placed in an oven and cured at 700 C
for 2 hours. A sharp scalpel was used to evenly and gently cut around the pattern and then
the stamp was removed using tweezers. Figure 4.1.1A shows a stamp fabricated in this
way.
Figure 4.1.1A: PDMS stamp. Pattern includes gratings and array of squares, rectangles and circles of
different sizes.
For our experiments, we examined a variety of master patterns having feature sizes
ranging from 500 to 2 microns with an aspect ratio of 1:10. We printed square grids,
gratings, arrays of triangles, squares, circles and rectangles of varying sizes.
To ensure uniformity in thickness of PDMS casts, we used the following two
mechanisms to make the curing plate parallel to the base surface.
a) Tilt stage
The curing tray was placed on a tilt stage. Levelers were placed on the tray and the tilt
stage was moved until the bubbles got positioned in the center of the levelers. The tray
became completely parallel to the surface as shown in the figure 4.1. 1B.
Figure 4.1.1B: Aluminum tray placed on a tilt stage.
b) Three Z stage- balls setup
Three mini Z stages were screwed onto a flat steel tool plate. Steel balls were attached on
them using epoxy and on this, a curing tray was placed. The three z stages defined a
plane and the balls allowed the movement of the tray as the stages was moved. The
heights of the two z stages were adjusted while keeping the third one stationary. With the
help of levelers, the curing tray was made parallel to the surface.
Four stamps manufactured by this process were placed face-down on to the center of an
Aluminum tray in a line, making sure that they made a conformal contact with the tray
and that no air was trapped between them. Then the tray was made parallel to the surface
as described above. The mixture was gently poured into the tray covering the stamps. It is
advisable to first start pouring the mixture on to the stamp, and then covering its edges
properly. Next, the rest of the area was covered. The air bubbles on the surface were
removed by gently blowing in air by mouth. The tray was left in the same position for 12
hours until the PDMS solidified but was still sticky enough to be readily peeled off. To
expedite the process, we kept this partially cured PDMS cast on a hot plate maintained at
700 C for another 12 hours. We observed swelling of PDMS in certain locations caused
by expansion of the trapped air between already cured stamps and the liquid PDMS.
To avoid this, instead of using a hot plate, we allowed the PDMS to cure in the room
temperature for another day and the quality of the cast obtained was much better. Then,
using a ruler and a scalpel, PDMS sheet of required dimension was cut. Using two hands,
the cut sheet was peeled off from the tray with just enough force to overcome the
adhesion. Excessive force can damage the printed features owing to excess strain induced.
Figure 4.1.1C: Patterned PDMS sheet cured with four stamps placed in a line.
While wrapping the patterned PDMS sheet onto the printing cylinder, the following
problems were experienced:
1. The stamp edges popped out from the rest of the PDMS sheet. This
occurred because the liquid PDMS shrunk on curing while the already
cured stamps (on which the liquid was poured) did not.
2. Wrapping of the stamp over a roller also caused deformation of the
features on the stamp.
2. Plain PDMS sheets
We required two plain PDMS sheets of approximately 5 inch X 10 inch to wrap the
impression and inking cylinders. For this, an Aluminum tray slightly larger in dimensions
was placed on a tilt stage and sheets were cast exactly the same way as described above.
The flexibility in the system to adjust the gap between the cylinders using linear stages
prevented us from casting PDMS sheets of same thickness every time. However, in the
present design, because of very small clearance between the inking cylinder and the ink
bath underneath it, the PDMS sheet thickness could not be more than 5 mm. Also, too
thick PDMS sheets took longer time to cure and were difficult to wrap on cylinders. On
curing, shrinkage takes place-1% and this results into bowing of PDMS at the surface [1]
as shown in the figure 4.1.1D.
Before curing After curing
Figure 4.1.1D: Results of finite element calculations of shrinkage of PDMS tightly bound to glass. The
results suggest that the elastomeric elements cast against rigid supports are bowed at the surface. The
bowing disappears as the thickness approaches to zero [1].
Besides this, because of larger volume there was a greater chance of casting defects like
swelling, air trapping and contamination. On the other hand, thin PDMS sheets are
difficult to peel off from the tray. Accordingly, we tried maintaining the thickness of the
PDMS sheets between 3 to 5 mm.
Stamp Casting Defects
PDMS stamp casting should be done in a clean room environment and on a leveled
surface. Proper curing temperature of about 700 should be maintained. The following
casting defects can occur if proper curing conditions are not maintained.
e Non-uniform thickness:
Non-uniformity in the thickness of the stamp results into formation of humps and
depressions all over the area. This results into improper meshing of the cylinders and
hence unequal pressures. Because of this, variable location printing defects like partial
printing (because of low printing pressure) and collapse (because of excessive pressure)
can occur.
* Localized Swelling of Stamp:
While curing the patterned PDMS sheet on the hot plate, the air trapped between the
already cured stamps and the liquid PDMS expands and rises on heating. This results into
swelling of the PDMS sheet in that region as shown in the figure 4.1. 1E.
Swelling
Figure 4.1.1E: Patterned PDMS sheet. The circled area shows the swelled up region on the stamp.
e Contamination with dust particles
PDMS attracts dust. The dust particles sitting on the cast stamp can result into defects
like pinholes on the substrate while printing. Kindly refer to Chapter 7 for details.
- Shrinkage while curing-1%.
On curing, PDMS shrinks by 1% that can result into distortions in pattern features.
4.1.2 Stamp Mounting
Mounting PDMS sheets onto the aluminum cylinders was another challenging task. It
was while conducting experiments that we got a deeper insight into the problems that
arose because of improper PDMS sheet wrapping. After several iterations, we developed
a standardized procedure for stamp mounting. In this section, we will describe the various
methods we tried along with the causes of failure.
1. PDMS sheet with a foam backing
We tried casting PDMS on a sheet of foam having an adhesive backing for self-
attachment. The foam added some extra thickness and compliance to PDMS sheets
enabling easy meshing of cylinders without much movement of the linear stages. It also
provided a supportive backing to the pliable PDMS stamp which prevented it from
stretching while being wrapped on the cylinder. Excessive stretching induces strain in
PDMS sheets damaging the stamp features. However, we experienced many problems
making this method infeasible.
- Non-uniformity in the thickness of PDMS sheets.
Because of the open cell nature of the foam, unknown amount of PDMS would get into it
resulting into humps and depressions all over the sheet on curing.
* Insecure PDMS sheet ends.
Though the foam backing was firmly pasted on the cylinder, the PDMS edges kept
popping out, hindering smooth rotation of cylinders in mesh. We tried taping the ends
together, which increased the thickness of the closing line. This hump resulted into jerky
motion of the cylinders.
e Difficulty in tool removal.
Once the stamp has been soaked in ink, it cannot be used after 12 hours because the thiol
ink results into swelling and distortions of stamp features. Hence, easy removal of tool is
required. In this case, the adhesive backing was too strong to be removed easily and an
adhesive dissolver had to be used which was a time consuming and a non-value adding
process.
e Variability
Variations in physical properties of the foam such as thickness and cell density made
repeatability of the process difficult.
2. PDMS sheet with a paper backing
We even tried using paper with an adhesive backing for mounting PDMS sheets on the
aluminum cylinders. A sheet of this paper was put on the liquid PDMS in the leveled tray
with its adhesive back facing up. PDMS was allowed to cure this way. While mounting,
similar problems like thickness non-uniformity, insecure sheet ends and difficulty in tool
removal were experienced.
3. PDMS sheet with liquid PDMS as adhesive.
On the backside of the solid PDMS sheet, a thin layer of liquid PDMS was applied. The
cylinder was rolled on it to evenly spread the liquid and form a uniform layer. The sheet
was then wrapped on the cylinder and the ends held together and tightly taped. It was
allowed to cure for 12 hours at room temperature and then the tape was removed. This
method turned out to be the most robust way of mounting a stamp. The ends of PDMS
sheet were more firmly secured and the tool removal became easier, cleaner and faster as
it could be easily peeled off from the cylinder. Figure 4.1.2A shows cylinders wrapped in
PDMS sheets using liquid PDMS as adhesive.
Figure 4.1.2A: PDMS sheets mounted on the Aluminum cylinders using liquid PDMS as the adhesive.
4.2 Inking
After stamp fabrication and mounting, the next step in microcontact printing is inking.
Ethanol was used as a solvent to transfer the hexadecane-thiol molecules to the PDMS
stamp. 10 mmol/L and 50 mmol/L thiol concentration in ethanol was used as inks. Higher
the concentration of the ink molecules in ethanol, lesser is the printing time. Also, with
high concentration inks, the defects in the patterns decrease.
4.2.1 The Inking Procedure
The stamp was inked by using the contact inking method. The inking cylinder was
allowed to rotate over the ink bath for 10 minutes and then the all the ink was pipetted out
from the ink bath. The cylinder was then dried and brought into contact with the stamping
cylinder. The similar texture of both PDMS surfaces in contact helped in easy transfer of
thiols. This way, the patterns on the stamp were not subjected to wetting or de-wetting by
the ink, preventing the stamp distortions.
4.3 Printing
4.3.1 Substrate Preparation
The substrates were prepared by depositing a thin layer of gold (~70nm) on PET
(Polyethylene terephthalate) sheet of thickness 150 microns. Gold deposition can be done
by sputtering, evaporating or gold plating. We used 4cm x 4cm square substrates of for
printing.
High quality, clean gold substrates are needed to produce high quality SAMs and for
obtaining consistent results. Many factors influence the quality of the gold substrates and
consequently the quality of the resulting self-assembled monolayers. These factors
include the gold purity, substrate's roughness, cleanliness, coating method, and the
treatment of the coated substrates after preparation.
Handling and Storing Gold Substrates
Utmost care was taken while handling the gold substrates to prevent the possibility of
contamination. The work area and the equipment were cleaned with solvents and
polyethylene gloves were worn. Clean forceps and tweezers were used to move and
handle the gold coated substrates.
Although gold is chemically non-reactive, it is instantaneously coated by adventitious
hydrocarbons after exposure to air. Hence, the gold coated samples were stored in sealed
Petri dishes backfilled with nitrogen or argon.
Substrate Cleaning
Several methods can be used for cleaning the gold substrates after they have been stored.
We cleaned by using argon plasma for 3-5 minutes. This plasma cleaning removes
organic contaminants and makes the gold surface negatively charged.
4.3.2 Feeding Mechanism
To facilitate easy feeding and alignment of the gold substrate with the stamp on the
stamping cylinder, the two opposite ends of the square substrate were joined to two
plastic sheets by scotch tape as shown in the figure 4.3.2A.
The plastic sheet used had rough surfaces preventing it from sticking on PDMS because
of the adhesive forces. This substrate sheet was then fed manually between the
impression and stamping cylinders with small tension to prevent wrapping. Impression
cylinder helped in attaining a conformal contact between the substrate and the stamp
during printing.
Figure 4.3.2A: The Feeding Mechanism. The picture shows the gold substrate with its ends stuck on two
plastic sheets being fed between the impression and the stamping cylinders.
The fixed length of the plastic sheets, determined by the position of stamp on the cylinder
helped in alignment. We also used long sheets of gold substrate in which alignment was
less of an issue because of the large printing area available.
To further enhance the feeding mechanism, a few design modifications were done as
described below.
For easy removal of the printed substrate a slot in the base plate was made as shown in
the figure below, which gave more working space
Figure 4.3.2B: a) the new design for the base plate with a square slot in the center and 4 pedestals
attached. b) Machine mounted on the new base.
The whole setup was made to stand on four pedestals. Now, the printed substrate with
plastic sheet tails could be easily removed from underneath the setup.
Print Cylinder Wrap Angle Control
Wrap angle is defined as the angle made by the area of contact between the substrate and
the stamp with the center of the stamping cylinder as shown in the figure 4.3.2C.
a denotes the wrap angle.
Stamping cylinder
Substrate feed-in
impression cylinder
Figure 4.3.2C: Wrap angle: a denotes the wrap angle here.
To allow a variable wrap angle, 3 holes were drilled on each of the stamping cylinder
blocks as shown in the figure 4.3.2D. A rod could be passed through these holes
connecting the two blocks and was fixed using a C clip. Now, the gold substrate stuck on
the plastic sheet was fed by wrapping one end of the sheet over this rod.
Figure 4.3.2D: Modified design of the stamping cylinder blocks. Three holes were drilled on each block to
hold the rod in different positions to vary the wrap angle.
Greater wrap angle implies greater contact area. The figure 4.3.2E illustrates the feeding
mechanism using the hole-rod arrangement. The three circles in red depict three different
positions in which the rod can be placed. While feeding, one tail of the substrate was
wrapped over this rod as shown in the figure below and proper tension was provided on
both the ends of the substrate.
Stamping cylinder
Impression cylinder
e.
4- A square hole in the base plate.
Figure 4.3.2E: The hole-rod design modification to vary the wrap angle: The circles in red depict three
different rod positions used for varying the contact printing area between the substrate and the stamp.
The position of the rod determined the wrap angle. As the rod was shifted from the holes
set 1 to 3, the wrap angle decreased and so did the contact printing area. It can be clearly
seen in the figure above that a)A.
When the substrate was fed continuously using the rod number one, the wrap angle was
the greatest and so was the contact area. We called this "continuous printing". When the
rod number 3 was used for feeding, the contact area was the minimum. We refer to this
as,"reverse printing" in the rest of the chapters. Figures 4.3.2F and 4.3.2G show
continuous and reverse printing.
1 Before any modifications in the design, the substrate was pulled from the same side as feeding when the
wrap angle was small, as shown in the figure above. Whereas, when the wrap angles were high, the
substrate was removed from the inking cylinder side. Hence, printing with small wrap angles was called as
reverse printing and with large angles as continuous printing.
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Figure 4.3.2 F: Continuous Printing: The figure shows the plastic tail of the substrate wrapped over the rod
1. The printing area is maximum here.
Substrate
Leading End 4
Figure 4.3.2 G: Reverse Printing: Rod 3 is being used. Notice that the contact area is much less.
4.4 Etching
The etching solution was prepared by mixing four grams of Thiourea with 1.14 grams of
FENO 3 in 50 ml of water at 450 C. The printed substrate was held by tweezers and gently
stirred for 2 minutes in this solution. The solution etched away rest of the gold leaving
behind the printed portion. Picture 4.3.2H shows an etched pattern on a gold substrate.
Picture 4.3.2H: Etched Gold substrate.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we described the pre-experiment setup procedure required to conduct
experiments on the lab scale flexography machine. Also discussed were the design
modifications done to make the system more robust and repeatable.
To conduct experiments and get useful data, a standardized approach has to be used. In
the next chapter, we will talk about the Design of Experiments Analysis done on the
various input parameters to study their effect on the process output.
Chapter 5
Experimental Study of Flexography style Micro-contact
Printing Process
5.1 Introduction
The primary goal of this project was to develop a machine to execute continuous micro-
contact printing at a high throughput rate. From an engineering stand point, this is
important for the micro-contact printing process to have a commercial value. To achieve
this goal, a good understanding of the inherent chemistry of micro-contact printing and
self assembly was required along with the knowledge of process parameters that
contribute to both, the quality and productivity of the printed pattern. The limits of the lab
scale flexography machine capability were tested through a series of experiments
designed to determine the feasible parameter space. After a number of iterations, key
process noises or disturbances, such as fabrication of uniformly thick stamps, flow of
substrate and alignment of pattern, were realized. By minimizing these process noises, a
series of experiments identified parameters for both acceptable quality and high
productivity.
This chapter will take the reader through the details of the experimentation. A brief
description of the experimental designs is given along with the details of the three sets of
experiments that were conducted. The chapter then concludes with the complete
experimental procedure that was followed during each set of experiments.
5.2 Definitions
5.2.1 Quality
A classical definition of Quality would be "Conformance to Specifications" as quoted by
Philip B. Crosby in the 1980s [35]. For our experimental purpose, we gathered an
understanding of these so called "specifications" from the feed back given by the
company's commercial clients which are enlisted below.
As the electronics industry is most interested in this developing patterning technology,
the key customer requirements are as follows
e Position and Alignment of pattern onto the substrate. This is of extreme
importance in both single layer as well as multilayer patterning. Current research
has demonstrated an alignment of 2 pm over a substrate of diameter 150mm [36].
- Pattern Distortion: Pattern distortion can be defined as the amount by which the
elastomeric elements of the stamp stretches or contracts after peeling the stamp
from the master and during conformal contact with the substrate. Ideally, a pattern
must have no distortions but research has shown that absolute distortions as small
as ~ 500nm over areas of 1 cm2 can be acceptable. This value is dependent on the
thickness of the stamp used [32].
- Pattern Dimensions: Pattern dimensions which generally include the size and the
spacing of the features must have minimal variation. Typical standards are <1%
coefficient of variation.
* Pattern Defects: A printed pattern is the foundation for the product obtained in
subsequent processing steps. Hence, a pattern with minimum defects would result
in a product with a better quality. One of the most important requirements of the
pattern is the completeness of print. The formation of a uniformly thick
monolayer is crucial as it acts as a resist to the etching process that follows the
printing.
5.2.2 Productivity
A simple definition of productivity is; the number of parts produced by a process per unit
time. A typical flexography printing process has a throughput rate of approximately 2000
feet per minute [30]. The fastest rate at which micro-contact printing has been
demonstrated so far is 2 centimeters per second which is approximately 4 feet per minute
[4].
5.3 Experimental Objective
The objective of the experiments was to establish a relationship between printing speed
of the flexography style micro-contact printing process and the quality of the printed
pattern. In order to establish this relationship, first, a study of the effect of various process
input variables on the quality of the printed pattern was conducted through two sets of
experiments. Using these results, a third set of experiments was conducted to determine
the fastest printing speed that could be achieved with the given test hardware.
5.3.1 Process Parameters
The chemistry of micro-contact printing results in a number of controllable and
uncontrollable (i.e. noise) factors. Fig 5.3. 1a shows a cause and effect relationship for the
flexography style micro-contact printing process and fig 5.3. 1b is a simple block diagram
illustrating the process and the classification of the process inputs.
Fig 5.3.1a shows the Cause & Effect Diagram for the flexography style micro-contact printing process
output quality. The defects and distortions in the printed pattern is caused by the factors grouped into four
categories namely man, machine, material and process.
Fig 5.3.1b shows a block diagram illustrating all the variables in the flexography style micro-contact
printing process. The final print quality and throughput rate of the process is dependent on these variables.
5.3.2 Output
The output of the micro-contact printing process can be characterized and analyzed in
different ways. The main responses of interest are as follows:
e Defects: These are visual data such as the presence of 'roof collapse', 'pin holes',
'incomplete printing', 'edge definition' and 'corner definition'.
e Distortions: Distortions are defined as the change in the position and orientation
of the printed pattern with reference to the master pattern.
e Dimensional Error: The dimensions of the printed features and their spacing on
the substrate as compared to the specified dimensions of the feature size and
spacing.
The different types of patterns that were printed and their specifications are given
below in table 5.3.2:
Line
Pattern Width/Diameter S acin
Grid 25 pm 250pm
Grating 10pm 5pm
Large 400pm 5Opm
Dots
Arrays 5pm to 150pm 5Opm
Table 5.3.2 gives the dimensional specifications of the different patterns which were printed in the
experiments.
5.3.3 Inputs
A brief description of some of the input variables that have a significant effect on the
process outputs defined above is given below [6].
0 Type of Substrate
The type of substrate affects the formation of the Self Assembled Monolayer. Gold is
the popular choice as it is the most studied and available easily in the form of thin
films. For our experiments, we used gold substrates of size 3cm x 3cm and a
thickness of approximately 200 pm.
* Type of Ink
The "ink" or in chemical terms the adsorbate and its affinity to the composition of
substrate is critical to the formation of a good monolayer. Thiols have the most
affinity to gold substrates and in particular Hexadecanethiol (HDT) forms the most
protective monolayer to a subsequent etching process [7]. This was the choice of
adsorbate for experimental purposes.
0 Type of Solvent
The adsorbate is required to be dissolved in a solvent in order for it to be in a liquid
state. Experimental studies show that the type of solvent influences the quality of the
print as they affect the kinetics of formation of the self assembled monolayer [6].
Ethanol was the solvent used for the experiments as it enables an organized formation
of self assembled monolayers and also prevents swelling of the stamp unlike in the
case of non polar organic solvents.
* Ink Concentration
Ink concentration is expressed in Milli-Molars (mM) is the concentration of the
adsorbate molecules in the solvent. It is an important factor as it affects the formation
of the monolayer and thus the quality of the printed pattern
0 Stamp Thickness
The thickness of the stamp directly relates to the distortions in the printed pattern. A
thin stamp of the order of a few hundred microns thick is preferred to a thick stamp
(few millimeters thick) as it will impart less distortions to the print [8].
* Aspect Ratio
Aspect ratio of the features on the stamp is defined as the ratio of the width of the
feature to its height. Aspect ratio is important as it leads to defects in the printed
pattern termed as "roof collapse" [9].
0 Printing Pressure
Printing pressure is a significant factor in the flexography style micro-contact printing
as a certain amount of pressure is required to ensure conformal contact between the
stamp and the substrate. The dimensional quality of the printed pattern is believed to
be affected by the printing pressure.
* Speed
Speed is a parameter that determines the throughput rate of the process. As our prime
experimental goal is to determine the maximum throughput rate that can be achieved
with the given set up, it is an important parameter for the study.
* Wrap Angle
Wrap angle is a factor that determines the time taken for the substrate to flow through
the machine system. As described in chapter 4, a change in wrap angle changes the
substrate flow from continuous flow to reverse flow or vice versa. Wrap angle affects
the output quality of the pattern because it sets the time for which the substrate is in
contact with the stamp.
a Inking Time
This factor is inversely related to the Ink concentration. Experimental studies
conducted by researchers show that lower the ink concentration, higher should be the
inking time for the proper formation of self assembled monolayers [6].
5.4 Experimental Design
With the given resources and timeline for the project, we aimed at mainly testing a
feasible input space for the lab-scale flexography machine. The experiments which were
conducted were more of "Screening Experiments" rather than those that enable us to
improve or optimize the process.
Only two factors namely, Speed and Pressure were chosen as the controllable input
variables. The use of a stepper motor limited the range of speeds that could be
experimented with. Low range of speeds from 4 rpm to 100 rpm was tested. Pressure
values ranged from 3 psi to 15 psi depending upon the uniformity in the stamp and
PDMS sheet thickness which was wrapped around the cylinders. Prior knowledge about
the relationship between ink concentration and inking time [6], led us to conduct the three
different sets of experiments with two different values of these factors thus having them
constant within each set. Care was also taken during stamp fabrication to maintain a
constant aspect ratio of 0.1 (1:10) throughout the experimental phase. Gold was the
substrate and the ink was Hexadecanethiol (HDT) dissolved in ethanol. Stamps were cast
as described in chapter 4. Since the thickness and uniformity of the stamps were a
challenge to control, it was considered as the noise variable. Table 5.4 gives details of the
experimental design.
Parameter Classification
Constant Variable Noise
Aspect Ratio Speed
Substrate Gold Pressure Stamp Thickness
Ink (HDT) Dust
Solvent (Ethanol) I 
_ I
a)
Parareters SETI SET2 SET3
Ink Concentration 10mM 50mM 50mM
15
Inking Time minutes 7 minutes 7 minutes
Pattern Type Grid Grid Pattern
Wrap Angle Small Large Small
Replicates 2 2 2
b)
SET TRIAL Speed (rpm) Pressure (psi)
1 4 6
2 25 6
1 3 4 15
4 25 15
5 10 8
1 10 3
2 50 3
2 3 10 8
4 50 8
5 25 5
1 10 3
3 2 50 3
3 100 3
4 25 3
c)
Table 5.4 gives the experimental design and the input space tested. a) Shows a classification of the
parameters into constant, controllable and noise factors. b) Gives values of the constant parameters for
each set of experiments. c) Gives the experimental design for each set of experiments.
5.5 Experimental Procedure
The following flowchart depicts the procedure which was followed for each set of
experiments.
Fig 5.5 is a flowchart showing the complete experimental procedure followed while conducting
experiments.
5.6 Conclusion
This chapter gave the reader a description of the experimental approach that was taken
and the details of the variables and conditions applied during experimentation.
The next chapter discusses how actual changes in speed and pressure control were
achieved during experimentation followed by chapter 7 which explains the analyses of
data collected.
Chapter 6
Process Parameters and their Measurements
In the previous chapter, we talked about the input parameters that affect the final output
of the machine, which in this case is the quality of the print. The two most important
input parameters identified were speed and printing pressure. A stepper motor-driver was
selected that could drive the machine at different with sufficient loss. For measuring the
printing pressure between the impression and the inking cylinder, three Flexi Force [37]
thin film sensors were used.
This chapter will take the reader through the important characteristics and specifications
of the stepper motor and the pressure sensors used in this design to measure the input
parameters. We will also talk about the integration of the pressure sensors with the
PBASIC stamp to get a real time output data and their calibration.
6.1 Stepper Motor and Driver
The stepper motor (US Digital MS23C [38]) was connected to the inking cylinder shaft
using a flexible coupling and was used to rotate the cylinder at different speeds. As the
inking cylinder rotated, the other cylinders were also driven because of friction. A stepper
motor was preferred over a servo motor because of simplicity and cost. It was basically a
bipolar motor giving us the flexibility of choice between a range of high and low speed
operations. Table 6. lA gives the important specifications of this motor. The technical
data sheets have been given in Appendix A.
Parameter Value
NEMA size 23
Full step angle 1.8 degrees
Full step accuracy +-5%
Full Step Current 3.00 Amp
Micro Step Current 4.20 Amp
CD Resistance 0.85 ohms
Inductance 1.73 mH
Power Total 15.3 Watts
Holding Torque (static torque) 140 oz-in
Running Torque 110 oz-in
Table 6.1A: MS23 Stepper motor specifications. Source: USDigital [38].
The present design required us to drive the inking cylinder at various different speeds.
High torque was required to overcome the friction between the meshed cylinders
wrapped in PDMS sheets. This stepper motor was already configured for a bipolar
parallel mode, that is, both coils of the two phases were connected in parallel to ensure
maximum torque at high speeds.
The torque of a stepper motor is directly proportional to the current flowing through the
motor coils. The current must ramp up to +100%, then -100% 50 times per revolution
(200 quadrature states for a stepper motor of 1.8 degree step angle). At higher speeds the
current does not have enough time to ramp up to maximum. Before it reaches the
maximum, it must reverse and go in the other direction. Since the maximum rate of
current change is inversely proportional to the square of the inductance, high speed with
minimum torque loss can be obtained by minimizing the coil inductance. Compared to a
bipolar series mode, bipolar parallel mode has one fourth the inductance because both
coils of either phase are connected in parallel. Therefore, a stepper motor in bipolar
parallel mode gives better torque performance at higher speed compared to a stepper
motor operating in bipolar series mode.
The speed-torque characteristics' of the stepper motor are shown below.
MS23C & MD2 Microstepping Motor Driver
Bipolar Parallel
-4vDC a 4Amp
-24VOC 0 4An"
1-4VC@ S 3 p.
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
RPM
Fig 6.1A: Speed-torque characteristics for the Motor. Source: USDigital [38]
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Besides the stepper motor itself, any stepping motor system requires a Driver (or
Amplifier) that converts the controller command signals into the power necessary to
energize the motor windings.
We used the MD2S-D (Digital Speed Control Version) programmable micro-stepping
(uses 51200 microsteps per revolution) motor driver having 4 digital inputs and 8 DIP
switches providing the ability to ramp up and down, run slow or fast, and reverse
directions. The table 6. 1B shows the different low and high speeds at which the motor
could be run using this driver.
1 As supplied by the vendor: USDigital (www.usdigital.com)
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Table 6.1B: Low and High speeds. Source: USDigital [38].
Figure 6. 1B shows the layout of the acquired driver with its key features and integration
with the motion controller and the motor.
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Fig 6.1B: The layout of the acquired driver MD2S-D. Source: USDigital [38].
6.2 Printing Force Measurement
Again give a data sheet reference for all of this.
The force between the stamping and the feeding cylinders was measured by using a Flexi
Force Sensor A201-1 having a force range of 0-1 lb. It is a flexible printed circuit, having
a circular sensing area (-0.0986 in2) on its tip, The Flexi Force specifications have been
listed in the table below. Further details can be found in Appendix A.
Physical Properties Typical Performance
Thickness 0.005" (0.127 mm) Linearity (error) < 5% (Line drawn from 0 to 50% load)
Length 8.000" (203 mm) Repeatability < 2.5% of Full Scale (Conditioned
Sensor, 80% of Full Force Applied)
Width 0.55" (14 mm) Hysteresis < 4.5 % of Full Scale (Conditioned Sensor,
80% of Full Force Applied)
Active Sensing Area 0.375" Drift < 3% / logarithmic time (Constant Load - 25 lb.)
diameter
Connector 3 pin post connector Operating Temperature 15*F - 140*F (-9*C - 60*C)
Table 6.2A: Flexi Force Specifications: Source: Technical Data Sheet-Tekscan Inc. [39].
The flexiforce single element force sensor acts as a resistor in an electric circuit. When
the sensor is unloaded, its resistance is very high. Resistance decreases when force is
applied to the sensor. The conductive leads are easy to connect to a breadboard or
through-hole area. The Flexiforce has an ideal output for A/D conversion - OV is no force
and 4.2V is 100 lbs. We connected the sensor in a resistor/capacitor discharge time
measurement circuit on the Parallax Basic Stamp 2 breadboard [39] as shown below.
+ : 0 0000Pt 0 0000
p1 a 000
Pn A 00 0 00000
3P 00000 00000
IP 00000 00000
Pt 00000 00000
p4 00000 00000
P3 000000 00000
P2 00000D 00000
N2 00000 00000
Pt 00000 00000
V33 00000 00000
" Board of Education
Fig 6.2A: Resistor/capacitor discharge time measurement circuit on the Parallax Basic Stamp 2 breadboard.
Source: Flexiforce Demo Kit [37].
A code was written using RCTIME command with a lookup table to monitor the sensor,
which acted like a variable resistor on application of load in an RC-time circuit and the
discharge time, was calculated. With a capacitance of .01piF, the discharge time was as
low as 1500 pis. Using PBASIC programming, the RCTIME numbers were scaled to
resistance values by performing some mathematical operations. Real-time streaming data
from the sensor was obtained by using StampDAQ which is an Excel 2000 (or greater)
add-on.
The code in the BASIC Stamp 2 module was run. Then, the experimental circuit was
connected to the PC with a serial cable and StampDAQ Excel add-on was started. The
BASIC Stamp was reset and we obtained the real time resistance values into Excel
spreadsheet. A snapshot of the excel sheet has been shown below.
I
Fig 6.2B: Snapshot of StampDAQ Excel sheet used for displaying real time output data.
6.2.1 Sensor Loading Considerations
The following points were taken into consideration while sensor loading.
1. The applied load was distributed evenly across the sensing area to ensure accurate
and repeatable force readings.
2. The sensor was loaded in the same way each time.
3. The entire load path was used as the sensing area and we made sure that no load
was supported by the area outside it.
4. The Flexiforce sensor was placed between the cylinders in such a way that the
force was perpendicular to the sensor plane to get accurate readings as shown in
figure 6.2.lA.
5. To protect the sensor from shear forces, it was covered with tape. This also added
to the thickness of the sensors.
Figure 6.2.1A: Placement of Flexiforce Sensors between the impression and the stamping cylinders.
6.2.2 Calibration of Sensors
Calibration was required to relate the sensor's electrical output to force values. In our
design, we used 3 flexiforce sensors to measure the printing pressure and ensure uniform
force across the printing area. Prior to calibration, sensors were properly conditioned to
lessen the effects of drift and hysteresis. 110% of the test weight was applied on the
sensor placed on a PDMS piece. It was allowed to stabilize and then the weight was
removed. The process was repeated four to five times.
Procedure
1. A known force was applied to the sensor and the sensor resistance output was
equated to this force.
2. This step was repeated with a number of known forces. Kindly refer to the
appendix for the collected data.
3. For the given sensing area of the sensor (-0.0986 in2), corresponding pressure
values were calculated and plotted against the resistance values.
4. Using regression analysis, best fits were obtained as shown in the graphs below.
5. Using the obtained equations, we are able to calculate the actual pressure values
corresponding to the sensor output range.
1 Line Fit Plot 2 Line Fit Plot
2.50 - Pressure 250 . Pressure
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0.50 050 * Power0.50 (Pressure) 0.50 -(Pressure)
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0 2000 4000 6000 y 3782.2x- 0669 0 10000 20000 y 227 33x 0625
Resistance Values in Kohms R2 = 0.9386 Resistance Values in Kohms R2 = 0.8832
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3 Line Fit Plot
4.00 + Pressure
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0.00| I
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Fig 6.2.2 a, b & c: Pressure Vs Resistance Best fit plot for sensors 1,2 and 3.
6.2.3 Substrate Printing Pressure
The calibration procedure actually defines the pressure with the sensors in the roller
pinch zone. Fortunately, the senor thickness with the applied tape was approximately the
same as the substrate (150 microns) so the assumption was made that a similar pressure
would be present during stamping. In truth, the absolute printing pressure is not exactly
known, however the pressure increments are well defined by this procedure.
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6.3 Conclusion
The chapter explained the procedure followed to vary and measure the two most
important input parameters- speed and printing pressure that affect the process output.
The specifications and characteristics of the stepper motor and flexi-force sensors were
also briefly discussed. While conducting experiments, the input parameters were varied
and optimized to get the best print quality at high throughput rate. In the next chapter, we
shall talk about the experimental results that were obtained.
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Chapter 7
Experimental Data and Analysis
7.1 Introduction
The three sets of experiments that were conducted in the flexography style micro-contact
printing resulted in various observations each of which depicted something unique about
this process and the hardware used to execute this process. In order to maximize the
useful knowledge obtained from the experiments, the observations and data that were
collected was classified and analyzed in two different ways as shown in fig 7.1
Fig 7.1 shows the classification of data which was collected from the three sets of experiments.
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I Experimental Data
7.2 Analysis of Qualitative Data
Qualitative data includes all the defects observed in the printed pattern. Study of defects
in the self assembled monolayers is a good start to understanding the process. Defects in
the monolayers can be directly related to the following namely,
* Chemistry of micro-contact printing
* Design of the stamp
e Fabrication of stamp
e Treatment of substrate and stamp
A number of different types of qualitative data are of interest as enlisted below:
- Roof Collapse: An unintended touching of the inked recesses of the stamp onto
the substrate, fig 7.2A.
Fig 7.2A taken from [33], shows an exaggerated view of a stamp with recessed features. A pressure of a psi
causes the roof to touch the substrate.
- Incomplete Printing: Absence of the complete or a specific region of monolayer
onto the substrate.
- Double or Multiple Printing: This is self explanatory. When the substrate comes
into contact with an inked stamp multiple times, it leads to multiple prints.
* Pin holes: As the name suggests, these are tiny dots interspersed throughout the
features of the pattern.
Naturally, in order for a subsequent quantitative analysis to be made, the above
mentioned defects must be eliminated. Therefore, a study of these occurrences is vital to
the development of the flexography style micro-contact printing process and to the
achievement of the desired goals.
The details of the qualitative observations from three sets of experiments are shown in
table 7.2.
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a) Experimental SET 1 Observations:
Treatment Print Roof Pin Edge Corner
Trial Speed Pressure Completeness Collapse Holes Definition Definition
Faint lines
overall,
1 4 6 Incomplete None Yes Rough Rough
print in the
middle
Faint lines
overall, Difficult to Difficult to2 25 6 Incomplete none Yes define define
print in the
middle
Faint lines Over a
overall, Ove
3 4 15 Incomplete area of Yes Rough Nodes
print in the the print
middle
Faint lines Over the
overall, center of
4 25 15 Incomplete the Yes Good Good
print in the printed
middle pattern
Faint lines
overall, Over a
5 10 8 Incomplete small Yes Good Good
print in the area
middle
b) Experimental SET 2 Observations:
Treatment Print Roof Pin Edge Double
Trial Speed Pressure Completeness Collapse Holes Definition Print
1 10 3 Complete None Yes Good NO
2 50 3 Complete None Yes Rough Yes
3 10 8 Complete None Yes Good Yes
4 50 8 Complete None Yes Rough Yes
5 25 5 Complete None Yes Rough Yes
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c) Experimental SET 3 Observations:
Treatment Print Roof Pin Edge Corner
Trial Speed Pressure Completeness Collapse Holes Definition Definition
1 10 3 Complete None Yes Good Good
2 25 3 Complete None Yes Good Good
On
3 50 3 Complete Triangles Yes Good Good50 3 Cmplete near the
edges
On all
4 100 3 Complete the Yes Good Good
I____ 
_ I _ _ ,__ triangles , II_ I
Table 7.2 gives details of the observations made from the samples obtained in the three experimental sets.
7.3 Qualitative Results
Experiments were conducted with different types of patterns such as Grids, Gratings,
Triangles, Array of Dots, Large Dots, perpendicular lines etc. Table 7.3 summarizes the
types of patterns used for each experimental set and gives their dimensional
specifications.
Experimental Pattern Line Spacing
Set Width/Diameter
1,2 Grid 25 pm 250pm
3 Grating 10pm 5m to
3 Large 400pm 50pm
Dots
3_Arrays 5pm to 150pm 50pm
Table 7.3 summarizes the types of patterns printed during experimentation.
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7.3.1 Results of Experimental Set 1
Roof (a)
Node at
Corner
Fig 7.3.1A shows visual defects of the printed pattern in the first experimental set. (a) Sample (4rpm, 6psi)
is a very faint pattern with rough edges. (b) Sample (4rpm, 15psi) with roof collapse over a large area. (c)
Sample (4rpm, 15psi) having nodes at the corners of the grid.
Fig 7.3.1B shows visual defects of the printed pattern in the first experimental set. (a) (25rpm, l5psi) has
roof collapse over a large area. (b) (25rpm, 15psi) with complete pattern and good edges on some regions
of the substrate. (c) (10rpm, l5psi) showing a pattern with well defined edges. (d) (10rpm, l5psi) showing
roof collapse in some regions of the substrate.
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(a) (b)
C
'Roof Collapse' and 'incomplete printing' were the predominant phenomena in this set of
experiments. Overall the quality of the printed pattern was poor.
Stamps used for micro-contact printing have isolated high regions that transfer ink to the
substrate upon physical contact. When these features are small i.e. their aspect ratio is
very small, it indicates that the width of the features is large compared to the height of the
features. When this is the case, the roof of the stamp is more susceptible to touching the
substrate when a threshold of applied printing pressure is exceeded [33]. Consequently,
all the patterns that were printed at high values of pressure (> 10 psi), exhibit roof
collapse as shown in fig 7.3.1A and fig 7.3.1B.
The concentration of ink used for the experiments was 10mM. However, because of
insufficient inking of the stamp, the prints obtained were very faint and not very
conducive to quantitative analysis. The non-uniformity of the stamp on the stamping
cylinder led to an uneven distribution of pressure over the substrate. This means that
some regions of the substrate were in conformal contact with the stamp while some were
not in contact with the stamp at a given instant of time during printing. This explains the
incomplete printing phenomenon where only certain regions of the pattern were printed
onto the substrate.
Table 7.3.1 summarizes the reasoning made above.
Defects ReasonObserved
Roof Aspect ratio 1:10
collapse
Excessive Printing Pressure ranging from 6 to 15 psi
Incomplete Ink Concentration 10mM
Printing & Inking time insufficient < 15 minutes
Faint Non uniform Inking of Stamp
Pattern In sufficient Drying
Table 7.3.1 summarizes the reasons for the observations made in experimental set 1.
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The conclusions that were drawn from experimental set 1 were:
1. Uniformity in the thickness of the stamp is extremely important for a complete
printing of the pattern
2. Inking having both the inking and the stamping cylinder in mesh for a period of
up to 30 minutes followed by proper drying is required for an ink concentration of
10mM.
3. Printing pressures of less than 8psi should be tried for the next set of experiments
as high pressures result in roof collapse for a stamp having an aspect ratio of 1:10.
Accordingly, the next set of experiments was designed with a different range of pressure
and a different method of flow of substrate (Continuous flow) by changing the wrap
angle as described in chapters 3 and 4. A proper method of casting the stamps uniformly
was also devised which involved the use of levelers and tilt stages to ensure flatness of
the stamp as described in chapter 4.
7.3.2 Results of Experimental Set 2
Fig 7.3.2A shows visual defects of the printed pattern in the second experimental set. (a) Sample (10rpm,
3psi) is a very visually good print with well defined edges. (b) Sample (10rpm, 3psi) shows another region
of the substrate. (c) Sample (10rpm, 8psi) clearly shows 'double printing' phenomenon.
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(a) (b)
Shear in this
region
Fig 7.3.2B shows visual defects of the printed pattern in the second experimental set. (a)Sample (50rpm,
3psi) clearly shows multiple printing and distortion of the printed pattern. (b) Sample (50rpm, 8psi) shows
multiple printing and there is also a sign of shear that seems to have taken place.
The predominant response in set 2 was "double" or "multiple" printing as shown in fig
7.3.2A (c) and 7.3.2B. This can be explained as follows.
When the substrate flow is continuous it is pulled over an additional rod placed between
the stamping and the inking cylinders as shown in the schematic below, Fig 7.3.2C.
Fig 7.3.2C shows a schematic of the machine system. Red arrows indicate the path of the substrate and the
grey circle is the position of the rod used to make the wrap angle large for continuous flow of substrate.
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Since the feeding and removal of substrate is manual, tension control on the substrate is
highly variable. As a result, there is a small amount of slack which can cause the
substrate to touch the stamping cylinder multiple times causing multiple printing.
Accordingly, experimental set 2 just resulted in one good print, which was obtained from
the experiment conducted at a speed of 10 rpm and a pressure of 3 psi yielded a complete
print without any roof collapse.
The conclusions drawn from experimental set 2 was that with a high concentration of ink
(50mM) a pressure of 3 psi is sufficient for the formation of the monolayer onto the
substrate with a good quality of print. However, in order to eliminate the problem of
double printing, proper tension is required to be maintained at the both ends of the
substrate.
7.3.3 Results of Speed Tests conducted in Experimental Set 3
The third set of qualitative experiments was conducted at a fixed pressure of 3 psi, a high
ink concentration and reverse flow (small wrap angle) of substrate. With these parameters
as a constant, the throughput rate of the machine was tested by varying the speed from 10
rpm to 100 rpm.
a) b)
c) d)
Fig 7.3.3A shows visual defects of the printed pattern in the third experimental set (10rpm, 3psi). (a) Shows
a good print with a very sharp edge. (b) Shows triangles printed without any collapse. (c) Shows dots
printed. (d) Shows lines printed with a spacing of 50 and 150 microns.
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Fig 7.3.3B shows visual defects of the printed pattern in the third experimental set (25rpm, 3psi). (a) Shows
a good print with a very sharp edge but some collapse in the triangles. (b) Shows perpendicular lines
printed completely with well defined edges and corners.
Fig 7.3.3C shows visual defects of the printed pattern in the third experimental set (50rpm, 3psi). (a) Shows
a good print of dots of various sizes from 5 to 100 microns. (b) Shows some collapse observed in larger
dots in a different region of the substrate.
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a) b)
c) d)
Fig 7.3.3D shows visual defects of the printed pattern in the experiment (100rpm, 3psi). (a) Shows a good
print but with unusual presence of small dots uniformly spaced between the dots on the pattern. (b) Shows
well defined lines. (c) Shows perpendicular lines with sharp corners. (d) Shows triangles printed with
collapse of the roof.
The speed tests which were conducted successfully transferred the pattern from the
stamp to the substrate even at speeds of 100 feet per minute as shown in the results above.
Some regions of collapse are evident as the speed increases to 100 rpm. This was caused
by improper adherence of PDMS sheets onto the cylinders and non uniformity of the
stamp. Non uniformity in the stamp thickness makes it difficult to set a desired value of
pressure between the stamp and the substrate. With non uniform PDMS sheets wrapped
around the cylinders, there were regions of gap and excessive contact pressure when the
stamping cylinder and the impression cylinder are brought together. This was
unavoidable.
7.3.4 Conclusions to Qualitative Analysis
Over all, the qualitative experiments demonstrate that it is possible to achieve a visually
good print as fast as 100 feet per minute.
It is to be kept in mind that, we were unable to conduct a proper statistical analysis to
determine the capability of this machine. There are several reasons for this.
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One, statistical analysis requires a large amount of data which were unable to collect.
Two, since the thickness of the stamp was a random variable and its uniformity was a
noise factor, every set of experiments was a random process that yielded random results.
To determine the capability of the process would require the printing to be a more stable
process. Hence, these experiments were simply conducted to determine whether micro-
contact printing is feasible on the test hardware. This chapter now continues with some
quantitative analyses that were done on visually good prints.
7.4 Quantitative Analysis: Variations in Printed Feature Line Width
In this section we quantitatively analyze the variations in the printed feature lines on
substrates using the lab-scale flexographic machine. Two kinds of variations have been
studied: absolute variation in the line width compared to the target value and relative
variations compared to one another.
After analyzing visually, data was collected for the best prints that we got from the three
sets of experiments. The first two sets were aimed at identifying the best parameters of
speed and pressure at which the print quality was good while in the third one, we
challenged the machine capabilities by running it at a constant pressure and very high
speeds.
By 'best prints', we refer to the samples, which on visual inspection showed sharp and
clear features, minimal collapse, no double printing, and had a good print registration.
The table 7.4 summarizes the kind of dimensions taken for the best prints from each set
of experiments.
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Experiment Experiment Print Parameters Pattern Dimensions
Number* Goals Printed taken
1. Get best 25rpm, 15psi Grid with 25 Width of lines in
Continuous parameters for microns thick vertical and
Printing high throughput 10rpm, l5psi lines. Each horizontal
and good print square: directions
quality 250 pmX 250
pon
2 Get best 10rpm, 3psi Grid with 15 Width of lines in
Continuous parameters for microns thick vertical and
Printing high throughput lines. Each horizontal
and good print square: 225 directions
quality 10rpm, 3psi pnX225 pm
3 Reverse Challenge 50rpm, 3psi Gratings with Spacing between
Printing machine 400, 150, 50 the lines
capabilities and 10
micron
I spacing I
Table 7.4: Best print parameters from 3 sets of experiments. Note that each experiment number used a
different stamp.
7.4.1 Data collection
The data was collected on just 4 substrates, referred to as best prints from the first two
sets of experiments as shown in the table 7.4. Our capacity to analyze all samples and
collect data on them was limited not only because of the bad print quality and defects
(explained in section 7.2) but also the inability of the Veritasi microscope to take
measurements in case of poor print registration. Hence, only those samples that had the
best prints in each set of experiments were quantitatively studied.
For the first two sets of experiments, substrates with grids of line widths 25 pm (each
square: 250 pmX 250pm) and 15 pm (each square: 225 pmX 225 pm) respectively
printed on them were analyzed. The substrate was divided into 5 sites as shown in the
figure 7.4.1 to measure spatial variations and line widths were measured in vertical and
horizontal directions. Forty data points from random locations in each region were
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collected and then analyzed for region to region and as well
The complete data for these measurements is in Appendix B.
Top left
(TL)-1
Bottom
Left
(BL)-4
Center
(C)-3
..-------------.
Top
Right
(TR)-2
Bottom
Right
(BR)-5
as for absolute variations.
Printed
this way
Figure 7.4.1: Square gold substrate divided into 5 sites. 40 data points in each site were collected for
statistical analysis.
The third set of experiments was aimed at analyzing quality of print at very high speeds.
Instead of a grid, gratings with 400, 150, 50 and 10 microns line spacing were reverse
printed and then measured.
1Veritas: Resolution of 2 microns
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7.4.2 Analysis
The quantitative analysis done in this section is an attempt to study and predict the affect
of the input parameters-speed and pressure and also the effect of other variable factors on
the print quality. The observations from each set of experiments have been recorded
below.
Experimental Set 1: Continuous Printing
1. Data from the best print at: 25rpm, 15psi
From this set we determined that the best print quality (as seen visually) was at 25 rpm
and 15 psi. A single sample from this test was measured and the mean and standard
deviation of each of the 5 spatial regions was collected.
From this data, the coefficient of variation (mean / standard deviation) was calculated for
vertical and horizontal dimensions in each region as shown in the table 7.4.2 A.
Mean Standard Deviation Coefficient of
(microns) Variation in %
V H V H Vertical Horizontal
TL 0.02880 0.03356 0.00164 0.00177 5.1 5.2
TR 0.02874 0.03316 0.00033 0.00058 1.1 1.75
C 0.02946 0.03223 0.00034 0.00054 1.1 1.7
BL 0.02755 0.02867 0.00072 0.000564 2.6 1.9
BR 0.02837 0.03113 0.000446 0.001214 1.5 3.9
Table 7.4.2 A: Coefficient of Variation for vertical and horizontal dimensions in different regions.
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In this print, we observed that the relative variation in dimensions was between
approximately 1-5% in most of the regions. This can be attributed to non-uniform
thickness of the stamp resulting into unequal pressure application, and hence high
variations. Also, since the feeding and tension control is manual, there is a possibility of
slippage that can result into wider features or even double printing in some regions
causing variations.
In addition, we can look at the actual width error for the part. Accordingly, the deviation
of average horizontal and vertical line widths from the target value was plotted for each
region, as shown in Fig. 7.4.2A.
Error Chart: Error in dim vs sites
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Figure 7.4.2 A: Error in dimensions of vertical and horizontal line widths as compared to the target
value-25 prn
Absolute Errors: Clearly, the average printed width is greater than the actual pattern size
and lies within the range of 10 microns. This sample was printed at a very high pressure
of 15 psi and high speed. Such high pressures can result into greater deformation in
elastomeric stamp. Also, high speeds can result into slipping which can also increase the
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width of the features. Moreover, since the continuous printing method was used, the area
of contact was large. If proper tension is not provided at both ends of the substrate, it can
slip between the two cylinders resulting in smearing or multiple printing, thereby
increasing the thickness of the features. Hence, at high speeds, reverse printing, which
minimizes the area of contact, should be used to prevent slipping.
Relative Errors: The average width of printed horizontal lines is greater than that of
vertical lines. This is because printing was done in the direction of vertical lines. Hence
these features experience a longitudinal force while the horizontal line experience a
lateral force, making the horizontal lines wider than the vertical ones.
1. Data from the best print at: 10rpm, 15psi
From experiment 1, we determined another good print quality (as seen visually), which
was at 25 rpm and 15 psi. A single sample from this test was measured and the mean and
standard deviation of each of the 5 spatial regions was collected.
Again the coefficient of variation was calculated for vertical and horizontal dimensions in
each region as shown in the table below.
Mean Standard Deviation Coefficient of
(microns) Variation in %
V H V H Vertical Horizontal
TL 0.02715 0.02764 0.00030 0.000395 1.1 1.4
TR 0.0259 0.02902 0.000465 0.000593 1.7 2
C 0.02697 0.02724 0.000292 0.000438 0.8 1.6
BL 0.02796 0.02834 0.000745 0.000605 2.6 2.1
BR 0.02592 0.02687 0.00025 0.000811 0.9 3
Table 7.4.2 B: Coefficient of Variation for vertical and horizontal dimensions in different regions.
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As can be seen from table 7.3.2B, in some regions we have been able to achieve
coefficient of variation less than 1%. Hence, if the variable factors like stamp non-
uniformity, manual feed and tension control are taken care of, this machine can give a
high quality print with minimal distortions.
Again, the deviation of average horizontal and vertical line widths from the target value
was plotted for each in Figure 7.3.2B region.
Figure 7.4.2 B: Error Chart: Error in dimensions of vertical and horizontal line widths as compared to the
target value-25 pwn
Absolute Errors: We again observed that the average printed width in this case was
greater than the actual pattern size and was within the range of 4 microns and averaged
about 2 microns. This sample was printed at same pressure-15psi as before, but at lower
speed and showed a drastic reduction in line width variations. This is because, at low
speeds, the manual tension control provided to the substrate was enough to prevent the
slipping.
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Relative Errors: The average width of printed horizontal lines is greater than that of
vertical lines.
From the above analysis we can say that in case of continuous printing, low speeds
should be preferred for high quality prints. To increase the production rate, reverse
printing should be used. Proper tension control is important in either case to prevent
slipping.
However, it is important to note that 15 psi pressure was in general too high. It not only
increased the width of features as shown above, but also resulted into a lot of feature
collapse.
Experimental Set 2: Continuous Printing
In this set of experiments, the best prints we got were at 10rpm, 8psi and other at 10rpm,
3psi. A grid with line width of 15 pm and spacing of 225 pm was printed.
1. Data from the best print at: 10 rpm, 8psi
From experiment 2, we determined the best quality (as seen visually) was at 10 rpm and 8
psi. A single sample from this test was measured and the mean and standard deviation of
each of the 5 spatial regions was collected.
The coefficient of Variation was calculated for vertical and horizontal dimensions in each
region as shown in the table 7.4.2C.
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Mean Standard Deviation Coefficient of
(microns) Variation in %
V H V H Vertical Horizontal
TL 0.02359 0.02772 0.00033 0.000695 1.4 2.4
TR 0.02416 0.02981 0.00043 0.00069 1.8 2.3
C 0.02480 0.02866 0.000304 0.001414 1.2 4.9
BL 0.02291 0.02399 0.00108 0.00086 4.7 3.6
BR 0.01877 0.02176 0.000656 0.000742 3.4 3.5
Table 7.4.2 C: Coefficient of Variation for vertical and horizontal dimensions in different regions.
For this test, the coefficient of variation was between 1.2 and 4.9%., and averaged (over
the entire surface) 2.8%.
The error in vertical and horizontal line width dimension is shown in Fig. 7.4.2 C.
Figure 7.4.2 C: Error Chart: Error in dimensions of vertical and horizontal line widths as compared to the
target value-15 pm
As can be seen form the figure 7.4.2C, the average width of the printed lines was in the
range of 9 microns at these parameters. It can be attributed to the fact that printing was
being done at a high pressure, which can result into significant elastomeric deformations
leading to such variations.
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2. Data from the best print at: 10 rpm, 3psi
From experiment 2, we determined another good print quality (as seen visually), which
was at 10 rpm and 3 psi. A single sample from this test was measured and the mean and
standard deviation of each of the 5 spatial regions was collected.
Again the coefficient of variation was calculated for vertical and horizontal dimensions in
each region as shown in the table below.
Mean Standard Deviation Coefficient of
(microns) Variation
in%
V H V H Vertical Horizontal
TL 0.01857 0.01974 0.00067 0.00061 3.6 3.0
TR 0.01991 0.02004 0.000378 0.00030 1.8 1.5
C 0.01749 0.01817 0.000194 0.000710 1.1 3.9
BL 0.01928 0.0194 0.00046 0.000260 1.4 2.9
0.01838 0.01890 0.000508 0.000439
BR 2.0 1.2
Table 7.4.2 D: Coefficient of Variation for vertical and horizontal dimensions in different regions.
It can be seen from the table, the coefficient of variation for all regions is much less than
the previous case- 10rpm, 8psi, and averages 2.2% with a range of 1.1 to 3.6%.
The deviation of average horizontal and vertical line widths from the target value are
plotted in Fig. 7.4.2 D.
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Figure 7.4.2 D: Error Chart: Error in dimensions of vertical and horizontal line widths as compared to the
target value-15 um
As expected, we again observed that the average printed width in this case was greater
than the actual pattern size but was within the range of 5 microns. This sample was
printed at same speed as before-Orpm, but at lower pressure, and it showed a significant
reduction in line width variations. This is because, at low speeds and low pressures, the
manual tension control provided to the substrate was enough to prevent the slipping and
also elastomeric stamp deformation was under control.
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Error chart: Error In dim Vs Sites
Variations between samples printed using same stamp
We have also tried to study the variations between the samples printed using the same
stamp. For this, we analyzed the line width variations in the center of the substrate as it
can be assumed as the most stable printing area. Problems like non-uniformity in stamp,
unequal pressure application, pattern distortions have been found more towards the edges
of the stamp. The results from experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 7.4.2.E and F.
Experiment #1 (vertical dimensions)
0 1 2 3
Samples
Figure 7.4.2 E: Spatial Variation Graph for vertical line width dimensions: Variations in dimensions
within 1 sigma limit have been shown for both samples printed with the same stamp having 25 pm thick
line widths.
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Figure 7.4.2 F: Spatial Variation Graph for horizontal line width dimensions: Variations in dimensions
within 1 sigma limit have been shown for both samples printed with the same stamp having 25 pm thick
line widths.
In the figures 7.4.2 E and F, the sample 1 represents the one printed at 25rpm, 15 psi and
sample 2 was printed at 10rpm, 15 psi. The mean value of horizontal and vertical line
widths for the second sample is much closer to the target dimension-25 pm than the first
sample. Within a substrate, spatial variation seems to be same for both of them. However,
there is a difference of 3-5 pm between the mean dimensional values (horizontal and
vertical) of the two substrates. This likes most likely from deformation in stamps and
unequal pressure application because of manual feeding and tension control.
In the figures 7.4.2 G and H, the sample 1 represents the one printed at lOrpm, 3 psi and
sample 2 was printed at 10rpm, 8psi. The mean value of horizontal and vertical line
widths for the first sample is much closer to the target dimension-15 pm than the second
sample. Within a substrate, spatial variation seems to be little bit more for the second
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sample. However, there is a difference of 5-10 pm between the mean dimensional values
(horizontal and vertical) of the two substrates. This can be attributed to the variable
factors like deformation in stamps and unequal pressure application because of manual
feeding and tension control.
Figure 7.4.2 G: Spatial Variation Graph for vertical line width dimensions: Variations in dimensions
within 1 sigma limit have been shown for both samples printed with the same stamp having 15 n thick
line widths.
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Figure 7.4.2 H: Spatial Variation Graph for horizontal line width dimensions: Variations in dimensions
within 1 sigma limit have been shown for both samples printed with the same stamp having 15 pon thick
line widths.
Experimental Set 3: Data from High Speed Tests
As discussed in Chapter 5, we conducted a third set of experiments to challenge the
capability of the machine and were successful in printing even at 100rpm with low wrap
angles.
For this analysis, the data from 50 rpm and 3 psi was used.
Since the printing was done at very high speed, reverse printing was used to keep the
contact area low. Instead of a grid, we printed a grating with different line spacing
ranging from 10 to 400 microns.2 and the pitch between the lines was measured. For each
set of lines, 70 measurements were taken (Appendix B) and coefficient of variation was
calculated as shown in the table. As the relief size increased, the coefficient of variation
decreased because larger features are more robust from a stiffness perspective.
Our aim was to see how well we could print at very high speeds. Hence, we tried printing different
patterns like arrays of circles, rectangles and triangles.
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Figure 7.4.2 I: Coefficient of Variation for different line spacing.
Again, because of poor registration the number of measurements that could be taken was
limited.
This kind of a quantitative analysis of the variations in printed line widths is an attempt to
predict the affect of the input parameters-speed and pressure and also the affect of other
variable factors on the print quality. Also, there were a few prints, which were not dark
enough for the Veritas to collect data.
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7.5 Analysis using Moir6 Concept
In order to determine the regional distortion across a whole substrate, we employed a
Moire technique. This method allows us to compare the shape of printed pattern (grid
preferred) to a reference pattern, normally the mask, to obtain a map of overall distortion.
7.5.1 Introduction to Moire
The overlay of two periodic or quasiperiodic structures with periodicities and alignment
similar to each other produces a new coarse structure, known as a moire pattern. For
many years, these patterns have been used as powerful tools in scientific and engineering
metrology [1]. To evaluate distortions in our substrates, we applied moire patterns
produced by overlay of a printed substrate and the tooling mask with same grid patterns
in micron feature sizes. We will begin by describing moire patterns formed with arrays of
parallel lines. Results obtained from this special case can be applied in a straightforward
way to analysis of moire patterns formed from grids with micron dimensions [32, 34].
Quantitative determination of distortions of the arrays from distortions of the moire
patterns requires a description of the patterns and their relation to the geometry of the
underlying arrays. For simplicity, consider moire patterns produced with a reference
array of lines with periodicity d and a test array of lines with periodicity ad, where a is a
constant. Figure 7.4.2.1 illustrates the geometry. The periodicity of the moire pattern, dm,
and its angular orientation, p, depends on the angle, 0, between the two arrays of lines,
and the values of a and d in the following fashion:
d = (1+a2 -2a cos )11 2 d (1)
And
i psin0
(1+ a2 -2a cos6) 11 2 (2)
In our case, a -1,0 s 40, simplified forms can be used for (1) and (2)[1,2]:
ddM 16 (3)
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sin(p~1 (4)
ad
Fig 7.5.1 shows Moird fringes formed by two linear arrays of lines and spaces [32].
Formula (3) and (4) are the mathematic foundation for the algorithm used in our software
developed for distortion analysis. If the intersections of the moire fringes formed between
substrate and mask can be located, the underlying distortion of the substrate shall be
calculated accordingly. The two primary advantages of applying moire concept in
distortion analysis are:
* Cost effective, no expensive microscope or other equipment is required in the
analysis;
* Fast analysis, it gives the distortion distribution for the whole substrate in one test.
7.5.2 Software introduction
The Mat lab image processing tool box provides a very powerful tool to develop
software specifically for imaging processing. Our program was developed in this
environment.
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Two approaches were considered for locating the intersections of moire pattern in the
early stage, manual pick-up and automated selection. The two methods have different
strengths and weakness.
* Manual pick-up: In this method, substrate and mask are superimposed with a
certain angle, 0, at which the scale of the moire pattern is desirable. They are then
placed directly on the screen of the computer. An operator should click the
intersections in a predefined sequence while the software takes in all the locations.
The advantage of this method is it's highly flexible and can be applied even when
the distortion is significant. However, it takes a long time for an operator to select
all a points on a moire pattern.
* Automated selection: In this approach, the first step is the same as in manual pick-
up method. The second step, instead of placing substrate and mask on a computer
screen, is to take a picture of moire pattern and use the software to read the image.
The intersections will be selected automatically by the software. The main
advantage of this method is its throughput which can be hundreds time faster than
manual pick-up, however, the application of this method is limited to substrates
with small distortion. When the distortion is significant, the software shall have
problems selecting points in the right sequence.
Both methods were tested. In our case, substrate distortion is always significant
compared to traditional micro contact printing, so the manual pick-up method was
finally adopted. However, as more research is done and the process optimization
moves forward, automated selection can replace this method in the near future.
After the points are selected, the software will generate a perfect reference grid and
display the grid and the selected points on the screen with lines between them
indicating the distortion of the moire pattern. Then, using the algorithm introduced in
the previous section, the software calculates the actual distortion of the underlying
pattern and gives a diagram showing the distortion. It also provides several distortion
distribution histograms. Fig 7.5.2 illustrates the whole process using manual pick-up
approach.
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Fig 7.5.2 (a) The interface of intersection selection step, intersections are picked up from bottom to top,
from left to right; red crosses mark the points selected. Please note that real interface is only a white
background without black dots. Those black dots here are used to for illustration purpose, representing
the intersections on the moir6 pattern formed between the substrate and the mask, both of which are
fixed on the screen with tap. Unit of both ax.: 1/20 inch
Ved More Deforation The displacement between the obsen'ed rroire and a fitted reference moir
Fig 7.5.2 (b) Observed moir6 deformation. Based on the selected points, a perfect grid (the red dashed grid)
is generated by the software as the reference to quantify the deformation; then the selected points are
compared to the perfect grid to find the deformation of the moir6 pattern at each intersection ( the short
blue lines are the deformation vectors).
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V.
Fig 7.5.2 (c) The simplified picture of observed moir6 deformation. Dotted lines form the perfect grid while
short red lines are the deformation vectors.
Actual regional defrmationsin the printed pattern
Fig 7.5.2 (d) Actual regional deformations in the printed pattern. Based on the observed moir6' pattern,
using the algorithm described earlier in this chapter, the actual regional deformations in the printed
pattern are calculated and represented in the short red lines.
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Fig 7.5.2 (e) Distortion distribution histogram. This histogram categorizes intersections based on their
distortions from the perfect grid. Unit of X axis: mm, unit of Y axis: number.
Figure 7.4.2.2 Process of manual pick-up approach
7.5.3 Analysis
The quality of the patterns printed significantly affects the reliability of the moire
analysis. Four types of substrates are not suitable for this method:
A. Substrates with faint patterns: they make it very difficult for the operators to eye
spot and pick up intersections because the contrast in moire pattern will be so
weak that intersections are hard to identify.
B. Substrates with double or multiple prints: double or multiple prints forms two or
multiple moire patterns interfering with each other, making it impossible to select
points.
C. Substrates with many collapses: collapses covering large area actually change the
pattern printed, thus change the moire pattern.
D. Substrates with a pattern of good quality in only a small area: in a small area, the
advantages of moire analysis are greatly reduced. In addition, it is hard to collect
enough points to provide reliable results.
In our groping experiments, only two substrates fall out of the four types. Moire
analysis was applied to these two. The first one is printed at 15 rpm with 10 psi
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pressure. The second one is printed at 25 rpm with 10 psi pressure. Both used
continuous printing method. The results are shown in Fig 7.5.3. Note that the
distortions (red lines) displayed in (a) and (c) are amplified by a factor of 1/0 with
value equaling 57.3 and 60.2 respectively.
Actual regional deformations in the printed pattern
I I.. .. . .
Fig 7.5.3 (a) Actual deformations calculated from 16 selected intersections. Dotted lines form the
perfect grid while short red lines are the deformation vectors
distortion distribution histogram
3-
0 005 01 0.15 0.2 0.25
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Actual regional deformations in the printed pattern
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Fig 7.5.3 (c) Actual deformations calculated from 16 selected intersections. Dotted lines form the
perfect grid while short red lines are the deformation vectors
2,51-
U 0.05
distortion distribution histogram
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(d)
Fig 7.5.3 (a), (b) actual regional deformations and distortion distribution histogram of substrate printed at
15 rpm and 10 psi; (c), (d) actual regional deformations and distortion distribution histogram of substrate
printed at 25 rpm and 10 psi.
The results show very significant regional distortions across the substrate, 300-350pms
within 40mm. Another important observation is that the distortions are highly directional,
indicating anisotropic underlying causes. After comparing the direction of distortion and
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the direction of printing, we notice that the stretch happens along the feeding direction.
Three factors can be attributed for the phenomenon:
A. While mounting, the stamp is always stretched for certain amount around the
cylinder to guarantee the mounting quality in current situation.
B. Ten PSI, a high pressure value, can cause considerable deformation while printing.
C. The friction between substrate and stamp also play a role in stretching the stamp
while printing takes place. This can explain the higher distortion value of substrate
printed with higher speed.
Currently, we don't know exactly how distortions are divided among these factors due
to limited experiment results. In the future, with cleverly designed experiments and
more data, detailed conclusion can be drawn.
7.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we saw three methods of analyzing the data. Qualitative analysis simply
distinguished between good and bad prints and traced back to their root causes while
Quantitative analysis measured the variation in the feature size and the regional
distortions in the printed pattern. Although results suggest that there is a lot of distortion,
it helps us in deciding the next step in the process development phase. The next chapter
discusses all the improvements in the hardware that can be made and gives a rough plan
for future work on this project.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
A working prototype was developed that was used to demonstrate the feasibility of
integrating the flexography concept into micro contacting. The prototype was designed to
achieve continuous high volume production with good quality. The prototype
demonstrates that with the integration of flexography elements, high quality, high
flexibility, high production rate and low cost manufacturing using micro contact printing
is indeed possible.
A series of following experiments were conducted on the prototype to explore the
capability of the machine and the effects of pressure, ink concentration and printing time
on the printing quality. The printing time is again broken into two factors, printing speed
and wrap angle. The results from the experiments suggest that with current machine setup,
to achieve the best printing quality, the ideal combination of parameters is high ink
concentration, low wrap angle, 10 feet/min printing speed with 3 psi pressure. Several
other important observations are also drawn from those results:
A. The prototype is capable of printing at 100 feet/min. Although the printing quality
deteriorates with increasing printing speed, but the deterioration is not significant.
In addition, there is no evidence that the ink transfer process is affected by the
printing time which is controlled by the printing speed or that 100 feet/min is the
speed limitation. This observation suggests that the chemistry of micro contact
printing will not be the bottle neck when the printing speed is within a large range
for a given wrap angle, leaving more room and motivation for improvement of the
system.
B. All the parameters tested, namely pressure, printing speed, wrap angle and ink
concentration, and are important for the output quality. However, the primary
parameter is ink concentration, which has to be kept high to achieve a good
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printing quality.
C. Distortions of the printed substrates are high and always highly directional. Three
factors are considered to be the main causes: (1) stretching of stamp during
mounting; (2) sheer force caused by the friction between stamp and substrates
while printing; (3) non-uniformity of the stamp.
D. Print with large wrap angle is susceptible to double or multiple printing. The lack
of good tension control for substrate feeding is considered to be the primary cause.
Based on all the observations, in order to optimize and industrialize the prototype system,
it's recommended that future work should focus on three aspects:
A. Fabrication of highly uniform PDMS stamp. Non-uniformity as small as tens of
microns would cause a disaster in the printing, which means highly uniform
PDMS stamp is the foundation of the printing system. Current fabrication
technique is not reliable and efficient enough to meet industrial standard. Methods
like using large silicon wafer mask to cast one big stamp at one time should be
considered and tested.
B. Automation of the system. Currently, much of the printing process is not
automated, causing a lot of problem and slowing down the whole process.
Substrate feeding system with precise tension control and real-time pressure
monitor and control system should be added.
C. Mounting of stamp. This is another critical step for successful printing. Current
process should be modified to be more robust, otherwise different methods like
using magnetic stamps or vacuum should be adopted to replace the current process.
As the last suggestion, many more designed experiments should be conducted on either
this prototype or an improved device to really optimize the process parameters. It is
expected that not only will this lead to better knowledge about the process but may also
play an important role in creating new chemistries for better outcomes. Suggested
improvements to the prototype include:
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A. An absolute measure of printing pressure. This will enable a better control of
pressure. Possible solution can be to instrument the machine bearing holders with
load cells.
B. A tension control system for the substrate and a feeding - take-up system for
handing. The system can prevent the substrates from slid and multiple print,
enabling the machine to conduct high speed print experiment. The required
techniques and equipment can be borrowed from flexography.
C. A one-piece tool molding method that will give more uniform tool thickness. The
method shall expedite the stamp preparation process and more importantly,
provides highly uniform stamps that are essential for the printing quality. One
solution is to use a big silicon wafer to cast PDMS stamps with dimensions
enough to wrap on the plate cylinder.
D. A synchronized driving system. The system provides better speed control of
printing and reduces the chance of slid between cylinders. The required techniques
and equipment can again be borrowed from flexography industry.
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!MS23C Size 23 Stepper M otor
Desciptlon:
TIeMS3Clan nusrystanddNEMA silteppelrmtorflsturing ghtorque
and a& medeanudat h. M221 isapbmiSed for miehtseppir and o.rt IV
Wa si Mp wt 2 sas. per reOW"tt The apper otor is Wmn led
espdly far VS DOg by NMTdOlWoiw , a wml*abhed inw*y feader b
the desgir and mfuhirn of preisin wtapp.r metes and baN besAns.
The stasdard M23C is a 440re aoneov irirfae that ha akeady bee
cinipred Mr sr PrsaNpeS m. TIe ME23C come 12'Wn eable O
onnwutr aenm* (imwWeabo igf are vailb The MS2 orIgutm
is irwal fr uwst NhaW mnsno pping meserw iseranhly recomnded.
hwn dving in flhqr Sodt*, bobr Half Cod r Urta*r mpdew th Mf23C I
avabble wik 84k leads.
The MS230 t hpp r mer may be rdrd from kwither wiAtts prestihed
USg thE5D, EU, EIDn E. US
DOW w moutths encoder at no xra ot. Combiwd pricing is evatae ont
the Uth page of 0 data sheet
Ths prOdu i part of US DigiVs*a eOn Cn h Oiding Block, TO Wam m-s,
pleae see the comesponding ection on ie Em page of Ws data shee.
The stepp antorhas*0.2 diamesrftan e ftandmr. The etndp4*y
has beemItd to 0 f1sr extelnt ender peftrme and ministlavlbion.
Featurs:
ndury stanard size 23 edssn motor
>Tw phas, 1.81 dep angle, 200 hill sp. per rev.
High angle accracy
ptim*0 for microtpirg appicano
; &Ssr motor lead or 4pn connector fo maxtmm vfletAty
S110 a-n rmfng torque
*High que NM aIl hearigea
> SMInlenday) Al m"de owuutin
A4Doubknded Iadf consmiton
i Enoder read svmblevWhonrwhoAU taSencodewlchsd
>US Dial waw aik pAduts agait deota nwwMAhip
r two years. 8 compkts wmaty hr dutils.
-qqVPI8-owie ds
M6S23C (standard)4-wise onnector
Mechanical DrawIng (Show. wIth MS23C):
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Local; 3g2S2486 . ise2c MO7360.l04
1 G I T A L 1400ME SM Av. Vuwg:WaiN.. . SaLIA
FRgS &;Eam StnpDM OMEp*
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OMN ms~w Y=umu - B~mft.MinU Fiastam wta 1I9Sfl* 5 - fti flftfl
Swsa MULW mI EE MWn -E51
The Foti e ,no posids qutk *fdnt lC d. mia |wtory ssIIti muld be h|po to Obo
reame mming dM3 om the eenw. Prnkx has mde awilble a Ae doMIoud cad StampDAQ.
StampDAQ i an bad 200 (or patr) Sd-on th Ie you vcfl run-m datm It a spmddeK. TO use
StampDQ fotw th Oder Of opratin:
1. Download StampAQ from www.paacom and fwtl on your PC.
2. Run the sample code In your BASIC Stamp 2 mOdut Leave the Bosrd of Educaton (or whaterer
prnentl drcult you hve madp) wocted to your PC with a seflal cable.
3. Open Ecd and pres dtl-S to start StampDAQ.
4. Reset de BASIC Stamp and data will uheun ht EnD.
The StampDAQ adpli fils provkde dtiled hiralon about swl wmmunadoui and baud ran
nrnguratkon nd p iunfluam railmd n saup fth program.
Flexiforce stanpnQ.bs2
EXaMplit h t h Flex4Zorce sensor andA St4mDAQ
$PBASIC 2.5
rawForcr VAR vvr a ctores raw #utput
CON 15 " Pl xiozrc s enor ircuit
aPin CoN 16* Serial transmit pil
Baud CON 84 ' 60, -bt no ponrty, ttue
* ----- [ Main oiutine ----- t------------------- ---------
I niti ali a:
PAUSE 10 0 0
F RoUT sPin, BaUd, (CR pDAQ uf eor
SROAUT s Pin, Baud, [CR, iABE, ra wForce " CR!
Label column with rawForce
*IROUT WPln4$ur [ DACL an 4da
Display:
RIGR 15 'Dischmrge capacitor
PAUSE 2
RC TiM sensor in, 1 zawtorce 'Measure R/C charge tiMe
aaouT wPtn, u, j "DUA %awForce, ,DC Fa force, CR)
'Send data to Staanp*AO
GOTO Display
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- - M- u a. av.-- #I& tfa&tbeq4 % - fn 4 me%"2
Eiuui #1; Uboffe~spi~~~
The first mm~emramba~e te PeJftmsemrin1a SAME 9mWq m~klurapedbtimciku-riurge
umeuwenw choiL For higher amwracy, repbice te 0.01 uP capadlir wih the 0. I uF capudtrr.
F1.xiforce SimIle.bs2
Displays R/C Dischaxqe T"Ime In EMZSC Stamp fl-1!tUG Window
zaw~xceVAP~ w5d ' teles law oCutput
snsez Piu CON I 1xtz~z~o ici
ti - (Pair Routir:Le 3 ~ -
HIGH sensor Pin 'Discbharge tb.he capacitor
PAUSE
RICII4 seznsoxlp**n Z rmuFaz4:e fC c1k*4ge tlzr
DEBUG ftome, ^uF-ex.,ifc-rCe raw output - de- raWFOXexCeR
GC10 Weasure
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OMOwam Tm Yp - CImJArWfm IEmdlm V1* fIA17% . ft2n1mL2
k--.ina pao wd M Im,-m
-to CM C0C fCEI
num. Go 0amO u
AM SnMinAM a, ortV.ssbm)dmmr I
ckmwner 3 pDO pasCeMase
LkmAsby <ffam &rM scalem 0Itend eraa er46isdsie
cyst ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ W ef Rdhdhke |%se ad2
_________ 
4*2ESb d RA SEM WCiu 5iv m R MiAIe
___________~435 %b ct RUI S-m- "Agw ~~bi~ o
ng u 14P lo -C-0a:
Figure RdFl uce 8pdens
The frm sponse of tii smnor I appiadmatdy 1.6 lbs. wkig the Fldkma Samnpl Dd CMhuit an
www.isnncm. Hmr, the bs way to deWnerie the oar-Milon by plackig kriaMI wehts on the
md e1 he snoar and imerdlg your IRme values fmm he sampile ASkC Stamp prgmas.
REample ChiR
2mO
FIKIFomo *AIM
DOUG 6006
w 000DD1 0000
00000 0000Pag QjQQD
0 00003 0000
S00000 0000
ft OME ODlDoDj
- 1,p1 nne annen~(Q
a aa aaaa1
Figure2; Exmple Schemic and Pkbordl
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Paralax Inc. 9 Pdwe Denvi KR (#2O 017) ' 03/2003
.111. WIN WIN1,111111111W
f., ,.,M
meU Mutt Dwtv*, SUS 10
RxDfrj D.Nbrrta %7, USA
GiW (I16) 6244&a
gP1rJ9 Of6 24WX3
Tiebdiet 1EItpawalhinomn
ma lEt ANWpralfnfElonM
Efl&U ra~1t# rfMw
Flexiforce Demo KIt (#28017)
Single Element Pressure Sensor
Tekca's ex~ore*Senormesse Il~ebemie bfDsufaces The senuov output exltli a high degree
of iinerty, iow hystees and minimald compared to or thin-flim AmKG sors. The singl
eemnat sensor acts as a resstor in an eltrical Circult When the ensor is und its esistance r
igW. Rfsitance iecreases When f Oce s appi to the genr. The Fesistm Can be read by Connectng an
ohmMter to te oter two pii* of the senor arnd appfhg a ftr" to the round tab snSing area at te end of
the Rn.
The resnitaneof thelixforce smrI Is I to wei The sawr Indluded In your ltb is r at 16
Ab' The purpose of the Parallax example druIt Is only to demnnrate th restve natre of theU s wr with
a ressr/capadr discharge re measurement circuit; no corrc to weit are made in these
enr"-li.
Pmng Ust
Vertfy that yur itftre Demo Kit has the foktwlng campnents:
(1) Fleerfocse thInlhn sensr(1)220 hm resMtr
(1) 0. 1 Uf capator
(1) 0.01 uF capadtar
The sample code and cicuta usm the Paalax BASIC Stamp 2 modl. With a change ofdumte at the top of
each PBASC prcgam the code may aso be uswd i SASIC amp 2S 2e 2pj nd 2pe module. The sswond
sample progriam uses StaMpAQ, an BExel add-on whch reCe rea~me dat into an ExeC spadsheet
StarnpDAQ works with Excel 2000 or hiher and can be downoded for free fror www.paralax.com.
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Baud o en tMeisr values in te Teia 'Fexif1or Smpe ODte Cknit" draling en fie nL'tftJirw eb m& e
ht#wm ekseann standard evee range of thh suar en dnd hwe a fullkae 1 lb - t0WO 1b epns by
dwnging diving vd g an fedbad mkrs and nvig in ther swmpl chdA
hnw~niinn ?.r Etfa ama W taW% - Mfir'lifi1
R+4~AXMA
Motion Control Building Block:
TheMS3 fayl e embIedvithUS DiitarMDk8rne *mrgMmotOd on ofurntIngperuppee pwieaminnbulding
ock ts hmpy wisreSp snd dkeato Input signals to et cMspemtor in modm. AtndmaWeteWquartew ontcs nm an o0*
oodvr ny benonn*di tslpws nd*dd Inpu* to co*nAt Ovnwtorpoian,
Switching Pwwr SUppIes;
For mOe detalWd ,nerman en t power upple em eithr ft PS44,
PS-0., Ps-10 aWd f-320 data e.
Prt Numbez P-s4 04, 25A)
PFt Nfumber P4 (40V, ZA)
Prt Nunte: P3 -24 24 12.A)
Purt Nunter P-440 (4. O.A)
2t20 1 *$1.4 100
.a40 t121*27 /100
$1775f1*$14.W f 100
177A6f1 $146-0t 100
M3rstppong Moetr Driv;
US 008lotem a prommble nmieuepping morrv toa ftrbe
with *go 1v togh star 42 *tpper nmot. The MD2S lscualip tuned
i nth US Digta sike 23 Sapper maor A proid ecellefdt pe
Toriua charactersaes
For more deleed InformaSon on the microstep dove, 6ee the #025
dets 460t
ftrt Number: Wfl 6138.00* I o $14001100
Ordedng Ilnformauon:
OtEncodrVrsonn(opw)tdI
M$2'
m 12" 4mea enetrma=0foetal1eooe,
Awsw".* EnB a e-eded I" enene.
k) * eadsfmf. ED 5= T !eoode.
USs - $ingle-wndmd 2' ncodrj
Notes;
*Remmmnded br um with #e Mo Cortel Iaflng 5wnk
* *32 720, W0M 120 nd 1o only rvnabl wt indetx
*** albetbWbu0uIde wetrw ( and Ih0C
Motor with Optical Encoder
EE) END
Standard: hndwxHiRee:
(Hi Rwe-1000 CPR
$116.60 11 $ 125.88l 1
$104.22110 $112.48110
$91.82 /50 $98.06 150
$#1.72100 $87.0 1100
EB EBBS
Stadad: IndexMIRs:
04 Re :-1000 CPR)
$102.0511 $112.371I
$92.00110 $100.47110
$0147150 $88.62150
$72.531100 $7886 1100
EB
Stnd d:
$127.20l
$116.55)1
$107.10)
$98.55111
cwt:
E52f EwD E8B
r2" $00 64"
50 512 1W0
se s40" 2WGtoo 720"" 40o114r' o son
120"m IW0 S12"
192 10140" 1000
2G 1024 1024
25G 1250"f': 1KW"
256 OW
310 2048
400 2500
EBD El
IndnMiRas: St
-4Rn 3200 C
i $136,5711 $1
I $125,69 /10 $1
50 $116.61 150 $9
30
* Ns
ndard. lndexMi*es:
"4 RemG0cpO
13.4511 $122.71/1
02.90110 #111.41/10
3.45150 #101.20 /50
$10618 /100 I$85.951100 $93.32 /100
Technil Oa. ReI 02207, Jue 2007
A bifAsulo dsijWe tn darge Wihot nll&..
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USeD I G I T A LinfguadgaI.m m wwwsadgltAl.comLoal; 3f2 24 a ss. WO.730.0194Swport 30A9. Fux: 30.r 2240Q1400 NE 13S Ave. a VanLfer, WAIngn u 98M a LSA
PG-24 P8rc
MotorOnly:
562.00 f i
S55.65 110
# f0.40 50
$45.00 1100
rlrkwu
Motor Whidhg Diagruna:
sSC (4-wir connector)
Rod A ..
IN=3 (B-Vwir Inds):
Bkm*33oWNnri
0
~r~ / \ F,
00 8*
MS23C Pin-out:
Pin Destription ColorI A ChnWWn Rod
2 10 -
3 A- channI YellOw
4 1 .hannew EMU&
5 NC 1
6 E- ehaasr#e Orn
Swltching Sequence:
Step A B XK
S + + - -
2 + +
3 - - +
4 + - - 4
Fr ld*ii MAc &*I dpi at
Absolute Mainum Ratigo:
Paratmeter U&7. Units
Came Tompevur 1
Ambien Temrsi 50 1M
Met*r PoWr Dissipeon '710 W~t
See biplw para peffe imns below.
Bpolar Parllel Speciicaions
Parameter Value lJnia
Full Slep Curtent 420 An"ga
Wao Step Curin 5.00 AfnA
DC Resitanc 0,A3 Chrra
hiductam 1.73 9nN
Pwer Pw Pawse 7AS ymtk
Poer Toal 153 Wad
tl4go Toa ew oru) 140 oZ-In
anneste~a& lne tu
CoMP&atIle Cabes I Connectors:
Enonder Vemlion: M23C:
i~nib&udig|A.ftdm WWWnA1digfal.cOMU S Local: 30201402 a Sau e SO0O.36.0'194
-iupot 3607J9 m Pa: 300.2f2480
0 1 G I T A L 1400 ME 13M AN*. a VA rWashnln 9584. v IJSA
Rodi
Mechanical Drawings (Encoder Version):
The dratrga below erlr the the Mt250 (4.iin rmenewr dn MB35 (kire lesa) IS ALSO Wa wb Mn enader e ianhd.
)k For maodr Inbrmelam ee each einder'la data hshel.
E60:
~4ug
-J
~~~1
EmS:
gil
E6: AA
g jg -- I L 2,6 ----
E6S:
WiW' big
0s0
1.1
+
U I
D IG IT AL
inrAdigM.acom * awalgiti.mm
Local: 3M2811240 a S -S0:7360194
Soart 3"07JA v RErc 3W20f240
1400 ME IS A"e. a Vhn@tLNmt, WbtNnn m 9Sl1B4 m ISA
PC
MS23C & MD2 MicroStop Drive,
130
120
110
100
20
70
so
40
30
20
10
0
800 1000 1600 2000 200
Terms A Definitions:
~~infaguedlias~dm a uWWWadigiamo
USE LAl: 300S&A2400 a Sdm- EWOO.U04
supprt 30030J*W0a . x: 9602M240
D 1 G I T A L40 woNE 13N .v.. e aiowwr WAIM me O-M aS
114 L n. tvtrIpl ua uart6h
mlvicA n4*rk
ihickno~
kupli
'~ Hth
knam~ Aka
(4wnna tir A t M" Ktd fjtJJ Pill
Rec'mrncgcva Lcfaou oui
vam If 10kit
-S-v
Su: rww:k f ~i"g i
rvitai N4nnunc t 4AIAit Qnmodivkwn4
LinL-rily (Ems)
twcni TaTmpcrw
<a0% Lint &awn from 9 w-% huN IAid
tF i4rrFwn -"Yt
t~c~wr~y 4 'nwawwkww ~j4
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Appendix B
Data Used for Quantitative Analysis
25 rpm, 15 psi: Exp #1
Top Left Corner Vertical
SD 0.00164588
Mean
Top Left Corner
horizontal
SD
Mean
0.001773608
0.0299
0.0294
0.03
0.0293
0.0297
0.0292
0.0292
0.0289
0.029
0.0275
0.0292
0.0293
0.0296
0.0222
0.0283
0.0291
0.0291
0.0293
0.0289
0.029
0.028805
0.0329
0.0342
0.0331
0.0322
0.0342
0.0341
0.0336
0.0333
0.0356
0.0296
0.0343
0.0298
0.0356
0.0307
0.0339
0.0351
0.0354
0.035
0.0346
0.034
0.03356
Top Right Corner Vertical
SD 0.000339349
Mean
Top Right Corner
Horizontal
SD
Mean
0.000583456
155
0.0288
0.0289
0.0285
0.0288
0.0284
0.0285
0.0288
0.0289
0.0292
0.0286
0.0287
0.0283
0.028
0.0285
0.0286
0.0295
0.0288
0.0288
0.0291
0.0291
0.02874
0.0313
0.0326
0.0328
0.0327
0.0327
0.0333
0.0331
0.0331
0.0335
0.0328
0.0334
0.0334
0.0332
0.0336
0.0337
0.0338
0.0333
0.0333
0.0338
0.0338
0.03316
Bottom Right Corner Vertical
0.000725839
0.000564638
Mean
Bottom Left Corner Vertical 0.0275
0.0272
0.0271
0.0273
0.0271
0.0267
0.0272
0.03
0.0276
0.0275
0.0265
0.0272
0.0274
0.0282
0.0275
0.028
0.0279
0.0282
0.0272
0.0277
0.02755
0.0285
0.0286
0.0283
0.0277
0.0283
0.0282
0.029
0.0293
0.0286
0.0287
0.0283
0.0285
0.0276
0.0291
0.0291
0.0292
0.0289
0.0297
0.0296
0.0283
0.028675
0.000446153
Mean
Bottom Right Corner
Horizontal
SD
Mean
0.001214864
0.0284
0.0283
0.0283
0.0287
0.0286
0.0286
0.0286
0.0287
0.0287
0.0279
0.0272
0.0285
0.0289
0.028
0.0281
0.0283
0.0286
0.0291
0.0283
0.0276
0.02837
0.0304
0.0296
0.0311
0.0316
0.0307
0.031
0.0305
0.0296
0.0316
0.0328
0.0328
0.0311
0.029
0.0303
0.0329
0.0332
0.0326
0.031
0.0308
0.03
0.03113
156
SD
Mean
Bottom Left Corner
Horizontal
SD
SD
Center Vertical
0.000342437
Mean
Center
Horizontal
0.000549737
Mean
0.0299
0.0298
0.0292
0.0296
0.0298
0.0294
0.0295
0.0291
0.0295
0.0292
0.0293
0.0287
0.0291
0.0294
0.0299
0.0302
0.0294
0.0293
0.0295
0.0294
0.02946
0.0325
0.0326
0.0329
0.0325
0.0316
0.0314
0.0325
0.0325
0.0327
0.0325
0.0319
0.032
0.0328
0.0327
0.0323
0.0307
0.0322
0.0318
0.0319
0.0326
0.03223
157
SD
SD
10 rpm, 15 psi: Exp#1
Top Left Corner
Horizontal
SD
Mean
Top Left Cor
SD
0.000395235
ier vertical
0.000303488
Mean
0.0279
0.0278
0.0276
0.0286
0.028
0.0275
0.0277
0.0275
0.0268
0.0277
0.0274
0.0274
0.0278
0.0275
0.0279
0.0282
0.0278
0.0273
0.0272
0.0272
0.02764
0.0271
0.0269
0.0272
0.0267
0.0269
0.0271
0.0275
0.027
0.0267
0.027
0.0269
0.027
0.0275
0.027
0.0275
0.0274
0.0271
0.0272
0.0279
0.0274
0.02715
Top Right Corner
Horizontal
SD 0.000593473
Mean
Top Right Corner Vertical
SD 0.000465974
Mean
0.0287
0.0288
0.0279
0.0284
0.029
0.0293
0.0288
0.0288
0.0295
0.0296
0.0293
0.0285
0.0287
0.0284
0.0297
0.0292
0.0294
0.0302
0.0299
0.0283
0.02902
0.0257
0.0267
0.0255
0.0253
0.0259
0.0264
0.0262
0.0265
0.0258
0.0251
0.0255
0.026
0.026
0.0258
0.0253
0.0263
0.0265
0.0266
0.0259
0.0257
0.025935
158
Bottom Left Corner
horizontal
SD
Mean
Bottom Left C
Vertical
SD
Mean
0.000605653
orner
0.000745001
0.0277
0.0282
0.0289
0.0289
0.0283
0.0279
0.0292
0.0283
0.028
0.0291
0.0297
0.0291
0.0279
0.0273
0.0282
0.0282
0.0282
0.028
0.028
0.0278
0.028345
0.0279
0.0273
0.028
0.0268
0.0278
0.0281
0.0275
0.029
0.0275
0.0265
0.0274
0.0281
0.0278
0.0275
0.0278
0.0287
0.0291
0.0293
0.0285
0.0287
0.027965
Bottom Right Corner
horizontall
SD 0.000811675
Mean
Bottom Right Corner
Vertical
SD
Mean
0.00025105
159
0.0262
0.0256
0.0262
0.0263
0.0269
0.0261
0.0264
0.0265
0.0265
0.0266
0.027
0.028
0.0272
0.0272
0.0269
0.027
0.0276
0.0271
0.0294
0.0268
0.026875
0.0258
0.026
0.0258
0.0261
0.0263
0.0261
0.0261
0.0258
0.0258
0.0263
0.0265
0.0259
0.0258
0.0257
0.0258
0.0259
0.0258
0.0257
0.0254
0.0259
0.025925
Center
Horizontal
0.000438268
Mean
Center Vertical
0.000292179
Mean
0.0274
0.0266
0.0268
0.027
0.0278
0.0272
0.0276
0.0284
0.0278
0.0269
0.0272
0.0276
0.0276
0.027
0.0271
0.027
0.0271
0.0271
0.0268
0.0269
0.027245
0.0267
0.0269
0.027
0.0269
0.0271
0.0262
0.0269
0.0272
0.027
0.0269
0.0265
0.0271
0.0273
0.0268
0.027
0.0271
0.0271
0.0276
0.0269
0.0272
0.02697
160
SD
SD
10 rpm, 8 psi: Exp#2
Top Left Corner
Horizontal
SD
Mean
Top Left Corn
SD
0.000695
er vertical
0.00033003
Mean
0.0281
0.0279
0.0285
0.0289
0.029
0.0287
0.0277
0.0276
0.0274
0.0273
0.0273
0.0274
0.0272
0.0269
0.0267
0.0278
0.0279
0.0279
0.0264
0.0279
0.027725
0.0238
0.0237
0.0235
0.0239
0.0236
0.0236
0.0236
0.0235
0.024
0.0241
0.0241
0.0238
0.0239
0.0229
0.023
0.0234
0.0235
0.0233
0.0233
0.0234
0.023595
Top Right Corner
Horizontal
SD 0.000697571
Mean
Top Right Corner vertical
SD
Mean
0.000438028
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0.031
0.0315
0.0314
0.029
0.0296
0.0297
0.0298
0.03
0.0299
0.0298
0.0295
0.0294
0.0293
0.0292
0.0291
0.0294
0.0295
0.0297
0.0298
0.0297
0.029815
0.023
0.0232
0.0239
0.0241
0.0243
0.0244
0.0244
0.0245
0.0246
0.0245
0.0245
0.0238
0.0239
0.024
0.0241
0.0242
0.0244
0.0245
0.0245
0.0245
0.024165
Bottom Left Corner
Horizontal
SD
Mean
Bottom Left C
vertical
SD
0.00086139
orner
0.00108792
Mean
0.025
0.0258
0.0248
0.0242
0.0245
0.0239
0.0233
0.024
0.0235
0.0237
0.0236
0.0229
0.0227
0.0225
0.023
0.0241
0.0242
0.0248
0.025
0.0243
0.02399
0.0239
0.0238
0.0239
0.0242
0.0239
0.0243
0.0235
0.0229
0.021
0.021
0.0215
0.0218
0.0219
0.023
0.0239
0.0235
0.0233
0.0229
0.0221
0.022
0.022915
Bottom Right Corner
Horizontal
SD 0.000742878
Mean
Bottom Right Corner
vertical
3.6
0.04747627
SD 0.000656225
Mean
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0.025
0.0248
0.0243
0.0239
0.0236
0.0238
0.0239
0.0229
0.0225
0.0224
0.0229
0.0234
0.0233
0.0231
0.0239
0.024
0.0242
0.0243
0.0245
0.0246
0.023765
0.018
0.0185
0.02
0.0178
0.0189
0.0195
0.02
0.0187
0.0189
0.019
0.0193
0.0195
0.019
0.0185
0.0189
0.0185
0.018
0.0183
0.0182
0.0179
0.01877
Center
Horizontal
0.001414734
Mean
Center Vertical
0.000304584
Mean
0.029
0.0298
0.03
0.0303
0.0305
0.031
0.0298
0.0288
0.0279
0.0277
0.0278
0.0269
0.0268
0.0265
0.0264
0.0278
0.028
0.029
0.03
0.0292
0.02866
0.0242
0.0245
0.02457
0.0247
0.0246
0.0249
0.025
0.0251
0.0248
0.0249
0.025
0.0247
0.0246
0.0245
0.0245
0.0248
0.0249
0.025
0.0253
0.0255
0.0248035
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SD
SD
10 rpm, 3 psi: Exp#2
Top Left Corner
Horizontal
0.00061084
Mean
Top Left Corner vertical
SD
Mean
0.00067207
0.0202
0.0202
0.0203
0.0199
0.0191
0.0203
0.0197
0.019
0.0215
0.0195
0.02
0.0189
0.0194
0.0191
0.0201
0.0192
0.0195
0.0198
0.0194
0.0198
0.019745
0.0173
0.0184
0.0181
0.0185
0.0183
0.0177
0.0181
0.0185
0.0185
0.0189
0.0186
0.0182
0.0182
0.0181
0.0195
0.0192
0.0183
0.0194
0.0198
0.0198
0.01857
Top Right Corner
Horizontal
SD 0.000305045
Mean
Top Right Corner vertical
SD
Mean
0.000378223
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SD
0.0203
0.02
0.0201
0.0199
0.0201
0.0189
0.0202
0.0201
0.0198
0.0199
0.0199
0.02
0.0201
0.0202
0.0203
0.0201
0.0202
0.0202
0.0202
0.0203
0.02004
0.0198
0.0196
0.0194
0.0196
0.0194
0.0198
0.0203
0.0198
0.0199
0.0195
0.0199
0.0201
0.0201
0.0196
0.0208
0.02
0.0198
0.0207
0.0201
0.02
0.01991
Bottom Left Corner
Horizontal
SD
Mean
Bottom Left C
vertical
SD
Mean
0.00026052
orner
0.00046614
0.0196
0.0192
0.0192
0.0199
0.0191
0.0195
0.0199
0.0194
0.0195
0.0193
0.0194
0.0195
0.0194
0.0191
0.0199
0.0196
0.0191
0.0193
0.0193
0.0197
0.019445
0.0189
0.0193
0.0194
0.0197
0.0196
0.0195
0.0195
0.0197
0.0201
0.0195
0.0194
0.0195
0.0196
0.0196
0.0197
0.0189
0.0189
0.0187
0.0186
0.0185
0.0184
0.0192857
Bottom Right Corner
Horizontal
SD 0.0004399
Mean
Bottom Right Corner
vertical
SD
Mean
0.000508799
0.0187
0.01912
0.01912
0.0189
0.0186
0.0192
0.0186
0.0197
0.0193
0.0193
0.0191
0.0188
0.0199
0.0181
0.0187
0.0185
0.0184
0.0187
0.0186
0.0187
0.018902
0.0175
0.0179
0.018
0.0183
0.0188
0.0187
0.0189
0.0186
0.0184
0.0185
0.019
0.01902
0.019
0.0184
0.0185
0.0187
0.0189
0.0179
0.0179
0.0176
0.0175
0.0183819
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Center
Horizontal
0.000710893
Mean
Center Vertical
0.000194395
Mean
0.0189
0.0197
0.0193
0.0178
0.018
0.0189
0.0178
0.0179
0.0174
0.0174
0.0174
0.0173
0.0173
0.0179
0.0178
0.018
0.0189
0.0186
0.0186
0.0185
0.01817
0.0177
0.0177
0.0176
0.0173
0.0179
0.0173
0.0173
0.0176
0.0178
0.0174
0.0174
0.0175
0.0175
0.0173
0.0173
0.0175
0.0172
0.0173
0.0176
0.0176
0.01749
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SD
SD
Experiment #3
Grating (left to right)
400 microns
spacing:
top to
bottom
50 rpm, 3 psi reverse
Spacing 1
0.4443
0.4439
0.4452
0.4455
0.4445
0.4444
0.4439
0.4438
0.4441
0.4438
0.4442
0.4438
0.4438
0.4438
0.4438
0.4438
0.4438
0.4439
spacing 2
0.4442
0.4442
0.4451
0.4452
0.4439
0.4437
0.4436
0.4433
0.4432
0.4431
0.4431
0.4435
0.4434
0.4432
0.4437
0.4435
0.4438
0.4438
spacing 3
0.4427
0.443
0.4426
0.4425
0.4431
0.4432
0.4396
0.4436
0.4437
0.4445
0.4445
0.4448
0.4445
0.4446
0.4444
0.4447
0.4444
0.4442
spacing 4
0.4429
0.4431
0.4426
0.4426
0.443
0.4431
0.4432
0.4436
0.4435
0.4441
0.4441
0.4442
0.4442
0.4442
0.4448
0.4445
0.4441
0.4443
spacing 5
0.4427
0.4427
0.4425
0.4429
0.4426
0.4428
0.4428
0.4431
0.4435
0.4434
0.4432
0.4437
0.4435
0.4438
0.261
0.4442
0.4438
0.4438
150 microns 0.1459
0.1464
0.146
0.1464
0.1461
0.1462
0.146
0.1458
0.1456
0.1463
0.1446
0.1458
0.1459
0.1453
0.1458
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0.1458
0.1459
0.146
0.1463
0.1458
0.1464
0.1461
0.1461
0.1461
0.1463
0.146
0.1464
0.146
0.146
0.146
0.1459
0.1464
0.146
0.1464
0.1461
0.1462
0.146
0.1458
0.1456
0.1463
0.1446
0.1458
0.1459
0.1453
0.1458
0.1456
0.146
0.1466
0.1463
0.1462
0.1461
0.1459
0.1459
0.146
0.1462
0.1461
0.1455
0.1455
0.1455
0.1455
0.1452
0.1453
0.1458
0.1464
0.1454
0.1463
0.1458
0.1459
0.1455
0.1456
0.146
0.1454
0.1453
0.1453
0.1453
50
microns 0.0499
0.05
0.0499
0.0501
0.0501
0.0501
0.0499
0.0502
0.0499
0.0501
0.05
0.0497
10
microns 0.0122
0.0126
0.0123
0.0122
0.0122
0.0121
0.0121
0.012
0.012
0.0118
0.0116
0.016
0.016
0.015
0.015
0.05
0.0501
0.05
0.0478
0.0501
0.0502
0.0501
0.0501
0.0501
0.0501
0.0504
0.0504
0.0123
0.0122
0.0122
0.0121
0.012
0.0119
0.0118
0.017
0.0116
0.0116
0.0116
0.0115
0.0117
0.0117
0.0115
0.0498
0.0502
0.0502
0.05
0.0503
0.05
0.0501
0.0501
0.0501
0.0503
0.0504
0.0504
0.0122
0.0122
0.012
0.012
0.012
0.0121
0.0119
0.0119
0.0118
0.0117
0.0118
0.0118
0.0118
0.0117
0.0117
0.0501
0.0503
0.0501
0.0502
0.0501
0.0501
0.0501
0.0501
0.0503
0.0504
0.0504
0.0504
0.0121
0.0123
0.012
0.012
0.012
0.0118
0.0112
0.0115
0.0118
0.0119
0.0119
0.0116
0.0116
0.0118
0.0118
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Matlab Code for Moire Analysis
function answer=c(m,n,xstep,xlengthystepylength)
% m:The row number for points taken from moire pattern
% n:The column number for points taken from moire pattern
% xstep:For the search grid(used to find the least mean position),steps to
% be taken in x direction.
% xlength:The length to be covered by xstep
% ystep:For the search grid(used to find the least mean position),steps to
% be taken in y direction.
% ylength:The length to be covered by ystep
%input background, pick points
image=iimread(1T.bmp');
image=rgb2gray(image);
i2=im2bw(image,0.01);
i2=medfilt2(i2,[2, 2]);
figure;title('thresholded and smoothed image');
imshow(i2);
axis on;
hold on
testMoireCoordinates=cell(m,n);
for i=1:m
for j=l:n
[xtest,ytest]=ginput(1);
plot(xtest,ytest,'r+');
d=[xtest,ytest];
testMoireCoordinates(ij)={d};
end
end
hold off;
%fmd the average length in x direction
x_unit=0;
for i=1:m
testC=cell2mat(testMoireCoordinates(i,1));
x_Ctestl=testC(1,1);
testC=cell2mat(testMoireCoordinates(i,n));
x_Ctest3=testC(l,l);
xdif-=x_Ctest3-xCtestl;
x_unit=x_unit+xdif/m;
end
%find the average length in y direction
y_unit=O;
for j=l:n
testC=cell2mat(testMoireCoordinates(1 j));
y_Ctestl=testC(1,2);
testC=cell2mat(testMoireCoordinates(mj));
y_Ctest3=testC(l,2);
ydif=yCtest3-yCtestl;
y_unit=yunit+ydif/n;
end
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%Make the reference grid with the left bottom corner perfectly match the
%one in the test grid
testfOrigin=cell2mat(testMoireCoordinates(l,1));
xOrigin=testfOrigin(1,1);
yOrigin=testfOrigin(1,2);
xdest=xOrigin+x unit;
ydest=yOrigin+yunit;
x=linspace(xOrigin,xdest,n)
y=linspace(yOrigin,ydest,m)
set(gca,'YDir','reverse');%reverse the y axis direction
[x,y]=meshgrid(x,y);
referenceMoireCoordinates=cell(m,n);
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
d=[x(ij),y(ij)];
referenceMoireCoordinates(ij)={d};
end
end
distMat=zeros(m,n); % will store the dm value
angleMat=zeros(m,n);
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
testC=cell2mat(testMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_Ctest=testC(l,l);
y_Ctest=testC(1,2);
refC=cell2mat(referenceMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_Cref=refC(1,1);
y_Cref=refC(1,2);
set(gca,'YDir','reverse');
X=[xCref,xCtest]; Y=[yCref,yCtest];
%line(X,Y,'color','r');
%hold on;
distMat(ij)=srt((xCtest-xCref)A2+(yCtest-y_Cref)A2);
angleMat(ij)=atan((yCtest-yCref)/(xCtest-xCref));
end
end
%determine the position of reference grid with least mean
x_testMoireCoordinates=zeros(m,n);
y_testMoireCoordinates=zeros(m,n);
for i=1:m
for j=l:n
testC=cell2mat(testMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_testMoireCoordinates(ij)=testC(1,l);
y_testMoireCoordinates(ij)=testC(1,2);
end
end
least=1000;
xmove=O;
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ymove=O;
for c=1:xstep %% MAKE IT MORE GENERAL SO THAT INSTEAD OF 9, WE CAN USE ANY
NUMBER...EG. GXH
for d=l:ystep
sum=0;
for i=I:m
for j=1:n
testC=cell2mat(testMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_Ctest=testC(1,1);
yCtest=testC(1,2);
refC=cell2mat(referenceMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_Cref=refC(1,1);
y_Cref=refC(1,2);
distMat(ij)=sqrt((xCtest-xlength*0.5/xstep+xlength/xstep-xCref)A2+(yCtest-
ylength*0.5/ystep+ylength/ystep-y_Cref)A2);
sum=sum+distMat(ij);
end
end
if sum<least
least=sum;
xmove=0.625-c/8;
ymove=0.625-d/8;
else
least=least;
xmove=xmove;
ymove=ymove;
end
end
end
%put the reference grid on the right position
fmalreferenceMoireCoordinates=cell(m,n);
for i=1:m
for j=l:n
testC=cell2mat(referenceMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_Ctest=testC(l,1)+xmove;
yCtest=testC(1,2)+ymove;
k=[xCtest, yCtest];
fmalreferenceMoireCoordinates(ij)={k};
end
end
distMat=zeros(m,n); % will store the dm value
angleMat=zeros(m,n);
%Determine and illustrate the observed moire deformation
figure;
title('Observed Morie Deformation: The displacement between the observed moire and a fitted reference
moire pattern');
set(gca,'YDir','reverse');
x=linspace(xOrigin,xdest,n);
y=linspace(yOrigin,ydest,m);
[x,y]=meshgrid(x,y);
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%line(x,y,'color','k');
%line(y,x,'color','k');
axis equal;
for i=l:m
for j=l:n
testC=cell2mat(testMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_Ctest=testC(l,l);
y_Ctest=testC(1,2);
refC=cell2mat(fmalreferenceMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_Cref=refC(l,1);
y_Cref=refC(l,2);
X=[x_Cref,xCtest]; Y=[yCref,yCtest];
line(X,Y,'color','b','LineWidth',2);
hold on;
distMat(ij)=sqrt((xCtest-xCref)A2+(yCtest-yCref)A2);
angleMat(ij)=atan((yCtest-yCref)/(xCtest-xCref));
end
end
x_fmalreferenceMoireCoordinates=zeros(m,n); % Storing the x and y coordinates of hte final reference
moire in 2 matrices
yfmalreferenceMoireCoordinates=zeros(m,n);
for i=l:m
for j=l:n
refC=cell2mat(fmalreferenceMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_finalreferenceMoireCoordinates(ij)=refC(l,1);
y_fmalreferenceMoireCoordinates(ij)=refC(1,2);
end
end
hold on;
h=drawGrid(x_fmalreferenceMoireCoordinates,y-finalreferenceMoireCoordinates,'r',1,'--');
h=drawGrid(xtestMoireCoordinates,ytestMoireCoordinates,'k',l1,'-');
axis off;
hold off;
set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
figure;
title('Observed Morie Deformation(without test grid)')
axis equal;
set(gca,'YDir','reverse');
hold on;
for i=1:m
for j=l:n
testC=cell2mat(testMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_Ctest=testC(1,l);
y_Ctest=testC(1,2);
refC=cell2mat(finalreferenceMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_Cref=refC(l,l);
yCref=refC(l,2);
X=[xCref,xCtest]; Y=[yCref,yCtest];
line(X,Y,'color','r','LineWidth',2);
hold on;
distMat(ij)=sqrt((x_Ctest-xCref)2+(yCtest-yCref)A2);
angleMat(ij)=atan((yCtest-yCref)/(xCtest-xCref));
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end
end
h=drawGrid(x-fmalreferenceMoireCoordinates,yfinalreferenceMoireCoordinates,'k',1,':');
hold off;
axis off;
set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
%Calculating the real pattern deformations using the moire deformations.
figure;
title('Actual regional deformations in the printed pattern');
actualdistMat=zeros(m,n); % will store the dm value
actualangleMat=zeros(m,n);
defdis=zeros(1,m*n);%use to save the distortion for each point
defx=zeros(l,m*n);
def y=zeros(1,m*n);
axis equal;
maxmx=O;%use to find the maximum distortions
maxmy=O;
maxmdis=O;
for i=1:m
for j=l:n
testC=cell2mat(testMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_Ctest=testC(l,1);
y_Ctest=testC(1,2);
refC=cell2mat(fmalreferenceMoireCoordinates(ij));
x_Cref=refC(1,l);
y_Cref=refC(1,2);
set(gca,'YDir','reverse');
X=[xCref,xCref-yCref+yCtest]; Y=[yCref,yCref+xCref-xCtest];
line(X,Y,'color','r','LineWidth',2); hold on;axis equal;
actualdistMat(ij)=sqrt((xCref+yCref-y_Ctest-xCref)A2+(yCref-xCref+xCtest-
y_Cref)2)*0.01;%assume theta=0.01
def x(l,(i-l)*n+j)=sqrt((yCref-y_Ctest)^2)*0.01;
def.y(1,(i-l)*n+j)=sqrt((-xCref+xCtest)2)*0.01;
defdis(l,(i-1)*n+j)=sqrt((xCref+yCref-yCtest-xCref)A2+(yCref-xCref+xCtest-yCref)2)*0.01;
actualangleMat(ij)=atan((yCref-xCref+xCtest-yCref)/(xCref+yCref-yCtest-xCref));
if def x(,(i-1)*n+j)>maxmx
maxmx=defx(1,(i-1)*n+j);
else
maxmx=maxmx;
end
if def y(l,(i-l)*n+j)>maxmy
maxmy=def y(l,(i-l)*n+j);
else
maxmy=maxmy;
end
if defdis(l,(i-1)*n+j)>maxmdis
maxmdis=defdis(1,(i-1)*n+j);
else
maxmdis=maxmdis;
end
end
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end
h=drawGrid(xfmalreferenceMoireCoordinates,yfmalreferenceMoireCoordinates,'k',0.5,':')
axis off;
set(gcf, 'color', 'white');
xline=linspace(O,maxmx,m*n);
yline=linspace(O,maxmy,m*n);
disline=linspace(O,maxmdis,m*n);
defdis=defdis';
def_x=defx';
defjy=def y';
figure;
title('distortion distribution histogram');
hold on
hist(defdis,disline);
tt= findobj(gca,'Type','patch');
set(tt,'FaceColor','r','EdgeColor','w')
hold off
axis tight;
meandefdis=mean2(defdis)
figure;
title('x direction distortion distribution histogram');
hold on
hist(def x,xline);
tt= fmdobj(gca,'Type','patch');
set(tt,'FaceColor','r','EdgeColor','w')
hold off
axis tight;
meandefx=mean2(defx)
figure;
title('y direction distortion distribution histogram');
hold on
hist(def y,yline);
tt= findobj(gca,'Type','patch');
set(tt,'FaceColor','r','EdgeColor','w')
hold off
axis tight;
meandeyx=mean2(def y)
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